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Changing with the times
The predominant trend in the 21 st century business has been digitalisation,
which is the main contributing factor in the fourth industrial revolution. Every
industry, organisation and individual has been touched by it one way or another.
Digitalisation, together with interconnectedness and other new manufacturing
technologies, are driving new business models, sustainable and efficient use of
limited resources and the cost-effective production of highly customisable
products. Although the fourth industrial revolution is still in its nascent stage,
with swift pace of change and disruption to business and society, the time for all
of us to join in is now.
This has led us to change our magazine name to Automation & Digitisation,
to reflect the trend. With this, we will continue providing appropriate information
and comprehensive insights attuned to not only the changing technology
landscape but also to the changing focus of the readers, helping them raise their
competency level and stay ahead of the competition.
Talking more about digitalisation, I am happy to announce the launch of the
first edition of INDUSTRYforward Summit – IFS, with the theme of
“Manufacturing Excellence with Digitalisation”, at Bangalore, on Oct 05, 2018. The
focus would be mainly on “Know-hows – How to establish a Smart Manufacturing
strategy & an apt infrastructure for a successful Digital Transformation journey
towards gaining competitive advantage”. The objective of the summit is to bring
together thought leaders & manufacturing professionals, who would predict,
engineer, and adopt new ways of manufacturing by leveraging Digitalisation.
Join us to learn what others are doing and how you can develop your own
winning strategy.
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Automation has grown to be
considered indispensable in 2018,
especially as human labour has become
costly and unpredictable. Selectively
implemented industrial automation,
on the other hand, helps automakers
eliminate human error and ensure
increase in precision and productivity.
As robotics has evolved to include
robots designed to collaborate with
humans, so has the business rationale
for automating production.
One of the significant trends in
automation includes Virtual Reality
and Augmented Reality. They are
revolutionising complex production
processes. Also, machine learning and
AI are the cornerstones of IoT and
Industry 4.0. The consistent changes
in consumer behaviour in terms of
customisation create major difficulties
for manufacturers that are trying to
change the production system. AI
further provides real-time operational
intelligence that supports Product
Lifecycle Management.
What’s more, the rise in cyber-attacks
on critical infrastructure has resulted
into cyber security becoming a key
concern amongst the users of industrial
10
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“CONSISTENT CHANGES
IN CONSUMER BEHAVIOUR
CREATE DIFFICULTIES
FOR MANUFACTURERS”
automation control systems. The advances
in industrial cyber security management
help address the crucial requirements
of industrial automation applications
and plants, as these relate to stringent
constraints on network communications.
The latest trends in automation
also include the accelerated adoption of
collaborative robots. The benefits of cobots
include a small footprint and their ability
to serve as tools that enable humans to do
their jobs with ease. Cobots are a part of
Industry 4.0, which has paved way for the
next industrial revolution, which enables
man and machine to work together, also
known as ‘Connected Workforce.’ This is
a scenario where humans and robots are
interdependent to accomplish what each
of them does best, safely.
We are in an age where the application
of next-generation automation is doing

more than we ever thought possible,
impacting individuals and businesses
immensely, often without even being
noticed. Cobots help streamline
potentially unsafe processes, thus ensuring
a safe work environment while increasing
productivity and efficiency. Human–
Robot Collaboration (HRC) ensures that
the heavy lifting jobs are taken care of by
cobots, allowing labour to concentrate
on work that requires human ingenuity.
This ease means that workers themselves
can be trained to program them within a
span of hours without the need for any
robotic experience, thereby allowing for
intellectual property to remain within
the four walls of the factory. Hence, the
questions of quality, efficiency and higher
productivity can be effortlessly answered
by implementing HRC affordably,
especially for the Indian SME sector.
The future of robotics and automation
lies in the acceptance of manufacturers
that the idea behind automation is not
simply a means to eradicate the workforce
but a way to empower employees in
such a way that the levels of efficiency
and quality production in the market
skyrocket with vastly improved worker
ergonomics and safety. ☐
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Eminent Indian VIPs visit LAPP in Stuttgart

LAPP headquarters in Stuttgart recently had a visit by Dharmendra Pradhan, Indian
Minister of Petroleum & Natural Gas and Skill Development & Entrepreneurship, and
Mukta Dutta Tomar, Indian ambassador to Germany, in order to learn more about the
German vocational training system. Dr Hilmar Döring, Member of the Board for Human
Resource & Organisational Development, along with Matthias Lapp, CEO, LAPP, Latin
America (LA), Europe, Middle East and Africa (EMEA), presented about LAPP and the
company’s efforts. The minister also took a guided tour of the LAPP cable plant and
talked to some trainees about their experiences. Throwing light on the company’s
objectives, Lapp emphasised, “Our aim is to have the best employees in our industry.
We want to achieve the highest quality training and qualification for them.”

Anand Sharma discusses future factory at C4i4 Lab session
C4i4 Lab recently conducted a knowledge club session in order to keep the industry
upbeat with new trends and facets, where the guest speaker was Anand Sharma, Founder
and Chairman, Growth Advisory, LLC, USA. He talked about the future factory, change
management, about the rules of engagement for customers and visionary leadership. He
also highlighted the significance of leadership model for perpetual growth, lean sigma and
about various other aspects of Industry 4.0. Throwing light on the qualities of a visionary
leader, he cited, “Visionary leaders have a way of motivating their organisation to work
around a common goal. They think the unthinkable and have the right mindset.”

Harting expands production capacity in India
Harting recently announced that its production facility has been doubled in size by some 1,200 sqm,
bringing it to a total of 2,400 sqm. The production site in Chennai, which was officially opened in
February 2017, has now been expanded. Additional hires are planned for the current financial year
with the number of employees slated to be increased from 40 to 60. Speaking on the benefits of this
expansion, Andreas Conrad, Operations Director, Harting, asserted, "We’re pleased with this continued
good demand for Harting products. This expansion strengthens our global production network." The
company sees good growth potential in the country, especially in the important markets of mechanical
and plant engineering, power generation and transportation.

Smart, connected products to add up to $685 billion to
manufacturing revenue by 2020
Capgemini’s Digital Transformation Institute’s recent report ‘Digital Engineering: The new
growth engine for discrete manufacturers’ reveals that the global manufacturing industry
could expect to see between $519-$685 billion in value-added revenue by 2020, through the
development and sale of smart, connected devices. It highlights that while the potential
returns are significant, manufacturers need to invest in digital continuity and digital
capabilities to benefit. Manufacturers also estimate that close to 50% of their products will be
smart and connected by 2020. Giving his view, Antoine Destribats, Vice President–Industrial
Operations, Schneider Electric, says, “We want to bring value to the market by shifting our
business model towards service-based and cloud-connected architectures. It is a key way to
differentiate our value proposition in the market of pure hardware players.”
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B&R celebrates 20 years of growth and innovation

B&R Industrial Automation recently organised a technology conference in Mumbai, celebrating 20 years of delivering
innovative technology and solutions to the Indian manufacturing industry. The primary objective of the conference was to
showcase next generation automation technologies and innovations to customers in Mumbai and nearby regions.
Technology focused presentations and live demos of automation solutions were displayed to extend an avenue to connect
with customers and to help them map their future technology requirements. The event brought together over 100 experts
from machine manufacturers, system integrators and end-users from various industries.
Discussing ambitious plans for the company doubling its business in the next three years, Jhankar Dutta, MD, B&R
India, averred, “Since the last 20 years, many manufacturers have placed their trust in B&R’s world-class products and
technologies. Also, with the government’s ‘Make in India’ initiative, Indian machine builders and factories are becoming
aware about the requirement and benefits of technology and are willing to invest in the same.”
To mark the milestone of 20 years in India, B&R Industrial Automation also organised the ‘CEO Summit 2018’, which
brought together CEOs from leading companies in machine building. The summit focused on taking advantage of the
expertise of its attendees with opportunities for participants to share their knowledge and learn from each other.
Commenting on ABB-B&R synergy, Peter Gucher, Chairman, B&R India and Member of Management, B&R Austria,
stated, “B&R has closed the historic gap within ABB’s automation offering. This will make ABB Group the only industrial
automation provider offering customers the entire spectrum of technology and industrial automation solutions.”

Frost & Sullivan council focuses on customer-driven approach as a basis to IIoT adoption
Frost & Sullivan recently held the Frost & Sullivan’s Growth Innovation Leadership (GIL) Council - Breakfast Session, which focused on the company’s perspective
on IIoT/Smart Manufacturing trends in India. The meeting was a part of Frost & Sullivan's invite-only series for a small group of VIPs from across companies, which
included a short presentation on their proprietary intelligence on the subject and a round-table discussion.
It emphasised on how, with an increasingly globalised manufacturing environment, Smart Manufacturing adoption of everything smart is expected to be a
critical part of the manufacturing revolution in India. It also addressed questions, such as, the reality of the IIoT scenario in India, differentiating hype and reality, the
need to adopt a customer-driven approach and what are the key success factors. It also highlighted how cyber security is a core concern for auto-manufacturers
today. It threw light on how it all comes down to reducing downtime and convergence leads to changes in user expectations.
Further elaborating on this, Arunkumar J, Associate Director, Industrial Practice, Frost & Sullivan, said, “With new foreign investment, Indian manufacturing will
need to compete with global standards for maintaining its competitive advantage. New service models, technological capabilities and dynamic supply chain
networks will come to define manufacturing processes in India.”
The meeting further elaborated on how the fast growing adoption of Additive Manufacturing is helping to reduce lead times and support new product innovation
in India, and that IIoT is a business decision, not a plant decision. Plus, manufacturing impacts the strategy and vision of not just the product but the company as
well. As we move from product to services, the relevance of smart manufacturing only increases. These were some of the themes covered at the session.
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Emerson agrees to buy Aventis

Emerson recently announced that it has agreed on terms to acquire Aventics from Triton for a
cash purchase price of €527 million. Aventics builds upon Emerson’s capabilities and solutions
in key discrete and hybrid automation markets, including food and beverage, packaging,
automotive assembly and medical equipment. Further elaborating on this, Mike Train,
Executive President, Emerson Automation Solutions, said, “With Aventics, we will gain
valuable footprint in Germany, a key market for automation technology and investment. It also
brings technologies, capabilities and expertise that are critical to digitalisation of
manufacturing, including Predictive Maintenance through integrated diagnostics.”

HMS Industrial Networks AB acquires German company Beck IPC GmbH
HMS Industrial Networks recently acquired all shares in the German company, Beck IPC GmbH, a
leading provider of technology and solutions for embedded control and industrial M2M communication,
including solutions for the Industrial Internet of Things, located in Wetzlar, Germany. On the financial side,
Beck IPC GmbH is expected to have net sales of EUR 6-7 million in 2018, which will add to HMS’ top line
growth. Putting across his thoughts, Staffan Dahlström, CEO, HMS Industrial Networks, said, “Beck IPC’s
knowledge, hardware and software products for IIoT, especially within the embedded offering, are
important building blocks to strengthen HMS’s strategy within IIoT.”

Siemens launches ‘Ingenuity Tour’ mobilised in the form of a road show
Siemens recently flagged off and launched the ‘Ingenuity Tour’ from the Kalwa factory located on the
outskirts of Mumbai. The tour is mobilised in the form of a road show that will cover 23 states, 120 cities
and travel more than 30,000 kms and is targeted at various industry verticals and demonstrates the
competitive advantage that can be gained by adopting innovative technologies and solutions. Giving
further information, Ashish Bhat, Executive Vice President and Head of Digital Factory, Siemens, said,
“Our focus is on helping our customers generate performance improvements across the entire value chain,
from design to production and operations to maintenance. The Ingenuity Tour will bring our innovations
live in action, right to their doorstep.”

Total creates Digital Innovation Centre in partnership with TCS
TCS recently signed a partnership agreement with Total, a global integrated energy producer and
provider, to create a digital innovation centre in India. Based in Pune, the centre will explore
disruptive technologies and solutions. The partnership will initially focus on refining. The intensive
use of digital technologies will help drive the various building blocks to improve its performance.
Giving his views on the partnership, Marie-Noëlle Semeria, Senior Vice President and Group
Chief Technology Officer, Total, said, “After having integrated digital solutions within the group,
we now want to invent those of tomorrow by combining Total's know-how with the agility of TCS.”
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Smart Industry Conference focuses on building smart machines and factories
Ethernet POWERLINK Standardization Group recently organised the Smart Industry Conference, which was partnered by ABB India, Unlimit
IoT- A Reliance Group company, HyperThings and B&R Industrial Automation. This was the 4th edition of the conference, which provided a
deeper insight on digitisation in manufacturing, robotics, connectivity, technological trends and business-model transformation. It also
addressed software aspects in connection with smart systems, providing delegates with a thorough understanding of this pertinent subject.
The conference looked at the different areas of building smart machines and factories. Speaking on this, Neeraj Singh, DirectorManagement Consulting, KPMG Advisory Services, said, “Technological disruption is an opportunity. Digital transformation promises a
remarkable change in the way manufacturers operate with far-reaching effects on business and industry models.” This was followed by
presentations by Alok Maheshwari, R&D Manager, BU Machine & Factory Automation, ABB India, on ‘Factory of the Future and the robotic
automation’ and Sameer Kudalkar, PFA Sales - Mumbai region, B&R Industrial Automation, on ‘Role of Edge architecture enabling Smart
Factories’. The highlight of the conference was a panel discussion on ‘Building smart machines and factories: Concept to implementation’. The
panelists of the discussion were Venkatakrishnan K, Technology & Digital Lead, ABB India; Neeraj Singh; and Ninad Deshpande, HeadMarketing, B&R Industrial Automation.

ABB partners with IIT Roorkee to drive smart power distribution
ABB India recently signed a memorandum of understanding with the Indian Institute of Technology Roorkee (IITR) for technical cooperation
to construct an operational smart electricity distribution network and management system (SDNMS) in its campus. This will serve as a pilot
project for the Government of India’s Smart Cities Mission. The agreement also includes the creation of a Smart Grids Resource Centre and
joint R&D facilities in the field of efficient power generation and distribution, with a focus on clean energy over the next five years.
IIT Roorkee and ABB will collaborate in assimilating various supply and demand side equipment, devices and systems into an automated
and hybrid energy distribution and management system for the campus. ABB will also provide design, engineering, procurement, testing and
other services for the project, which is expected to be operational in 2018-19. Giving his views on the partnership, Sanjeev Sharma, MD, ABB
India, said, “Our agreement with IIT Roorkee strengthens ABB’s mission to nurture innovative thinking that helps people lead better lives. The
project serves as a proof of concept of using smart grids and intelligent automation to efficiently manage power distribution.“
Speaking about the MoU, Prof Ajit Chaturvedi, Director, IIT Roorkee, said, “ Concern for sustainability has always driven all major
campus development related activities at IIT Roorkee. We have been harnessing solar energy not only for electricity generation, but also for
providing direct hot water to all its hostels and residences in the campus.”
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“Make cyber security part
of digital transformation”
…Ritwij Kulkarni, Business Head—Life Cycle Services, Honeywell Automation India, in this
interview with Suchi Adhikari, shares his insights on the growing concern of cyber security threats
and the solutions available in the market in order to handle these threats effectively. Excerpts…
IIoT is an enabler of digital transformation in industries.
What are the latest technologies being offered from Honeywell
Automation that enable businesses to reshape themselves?
The Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) is an enabler of digital
transformation in industries and can unlock the untapped
potential of industrial plants. The Honeywell
Connected Plant (HCP) suite is one such
transformative
solution
that
enables
manufacturers to turn data into actionable
insight by seamlessly integrating process,
assets and people to improve the efficiency
and profitability of their operations. These
solutions cater to energy, manufacturing,
infrastructure and other industries. We also
bring the process domain knowledge to create
a digital twin in the cloud by using analytics
of data and monitoring of systems to head off
problems before they even occur.
In recent years, cyber security threats have
become a growing concern for the industrial
automation sector. How are you addressing these challenges?
We offer a comprehensive portfolio of solutions that is enabling
the industry to deal with cyber threats. We have the largest
industrial cyber security research capabilities. Two examples of
launches from 2017 are Enterprise Risk Manager, the industry’s
first solution to proactively measure, monitor and manage
industrial cyber security risks, and Secure Media Exchange
(SMX), which protects plants against threats from removable
media, such as, USB flash drives. Honeywell’s acquisition of
Nextnine, a privately held provider of security management
solutions for industrial cyber security, has further enhanced our
existing range of innovative cyber security technologies.
There is a growing concern over the secure transmission and
storage of data. What is your outlook on this, and how do you
think the overall industry is addressing this challenge?
The cloud is the biggest disruptive influence that IT has witnessed
in the last several years. Today, the user can store data on the

20

server and retrieve it anytime from anywhere. Cloud data centres
are built to provide support in the event of failure in hardware and
software. They are designed to consider all aspects of hardware.
The host data centres have online backup systems to maintain
uptime and they specialise on data security. Data resiliency and
privacy are other key components that are
of higher priority. Hence, cyber security is
designed into the cloud.
In terms of long term success, how is the
industry capturing the value of industrial
cyber security to achieve their business
objectives?
It is estimated that cyber risks cost the global
economy up to $400 billion a year. Our
survey shows that industrial companies are
still not moving quickly enough to adopt
cyber security measures to protect their
data and operations. The study suggests
making industrial cyber security part of
digital transformation strategies, driving best
practice adoption across people, processes and technology as
well as focusing on empowering leaders as immediate actions to
ensure the effective and long-term deployment of strategies and
technologies, such as, IIoT.
What are your company’s future plans for the Indian market in
the short and long term?
India continues to be a high impact region for Honeywell – our goal
in the short and long term is to further strengthen our position as
the leader in IIoT. We are transforming from an industrial player
to a software-industrial player with a primary focus on enhancing
the customer experience. Our major investments in new industrial
cyber security technologies and services will further strengthen
our ability to secure and protect industrial assets, operations and
people. We have invested in creating nine cyber security Centres
of Excellence (COE) globally, which are designed for proprietary
cyber security research and development, test and certification,
training and collaboration. ☐
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“Offering consistent system openness”
Rajat Bhambri, Business Head - Building Automation Solutions, Delta Electronics India, shares
his views with Juili Eklahare, on the emphasis being put on sustainability to make buildings more
comfortable and how the company believes in following a service-oriented approach. Excerpts…
How is Delta Electronics contributing to the automation
industry in terms of building automation solutions?
We, at Delta Electronics India, constantly
strive to increase the efficiency of our
products and facilitate successful, smart
buildings to enhance operations. Delta's
building automation solutions combine an
open building management platform with
energy-saving HVAC, lighting and elevator
products to enable smarter, greener
buildings. Delta's Building Management
and Control System (BMCS) operates on
a single IP-based management platform
based on standard international protocols
and offers easy maintenance, with device
configuration auto-backup and restores
function with built-in virtual network
computing monitor. With substantial
system integration expertise, we also assure building
safety with intelligent video surveillance technologies.
Our solutions reduce the total energy, contributing to the
company’s mission of providing innovative, clean and
energy-efficient solutions for a better tomorrow.
What is Delta Electronics’ approach when working with clients
on new projects or in new sectors?
We look to offer outstanding scalability and consistent system
openness, with a wide range of freely programmable automation
solutions that do not just enhance occupant comfort and
productivity but are also energy efficient. Our approach is to
deploy these automation solutions, tailored according to specific
needs in order to achieve high levels of building efficiency while
also minimising the cost to operate and maintain the building. We
believe in following a service-oriented approach to overcome and
define a common way to develop, engineer, provide commission,
operate and maintain building automation systems.
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What current trends and challenges do you identify in
building automation solutions?
In a growing economy like India’s, the
demands are continuously increasing,
and with swelling urbanisation, rapid
infrastructure growth is expected to
continue to have its dominance. A lot of
emphasis is being put on sustainability,
emergence and adoption of green & smart
building concept, coupled with enhanced
need of flexibility and reduced energy
consumption so as to make buildings
self-sustainable and more comfortable.
However,
interconnectivity,
remote
access, mitigation of errors, security and
management of these buildings pose as a
challenge sometimes.
Where is the journey heading in the long-term for Delta
Electronics and what will change for the customers through
the developments?
Pursuing every possible improvement is the way forward for
us. We have always worked towards achieving innovation and
systematically developing new products and technologies,
particularly focusing on high-efficiency and energy-saving
solutions, for a better tomorrow. It helps us make possible a
greener and more environment-friendly way of life.
Buildings account for a significant part of energy
consumption, while emitting large amounts of greenhouse
gases, and we aim to convert more buildings into green
buildings. Building-related carbon reduction measures are
among the most cost-effective, which include insulation,
lighting, air-conditioning and hot water supply. Therefore,
we focus on a safe and pleasant working environment and
work towards minimising waste, emissions and energy and
water use. ☐
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SAFEGUARDING WAS
NEVER AS GOOD AS THIS.
SAFETY LASER SCANNER
RSL 400
With two autonomous protective functions, 8.25 m
operating range and a scanning angle of 270°,
the RSL 400 sets new standards in safety sensor
technology.

easy handling.
Rolf Brunner,
Head of
Product Center –
Laser Scanners

Leuze electronic Pvt. Ltd, #862, 1st floor, GMR Heights, D Block, Karnataka Bank Main Road, Sahakarnagar, Bangalore - 560092
Telephone: +91 8046400400; Website: www.leuze.in

LEADERSHIP INSIGHTS

Making a
difference!
Nandan Nilekani

CO-FOUNDER & NON-EXECUTIVE CHAIRMAN
INFOSYS TECHNOLOGIES
FORMER CHAIRMAN OF UNIQUE
IDENTIFICATION AUTHORITY OF INDIA (UIDAI),
GOVT OF INDIA

After Vishal Sikka’s dramatic exit from
India’s second-largest IT conglomerate,
Infosys in August 2017, markets were
enthused by Nandan Nilekani’s return to the
fold. Having joined Infosys at 26, his return
at age 62 was a case of life coming full circle.
Co-founder and Non-Executive
Chairman of Infosys, Nilekani served as the
CEO from 2002 to 2007 and as President
and MD at Infosys. He also helmed the
Unique Identification Authority of India—
the world’s largest biometric identification
system, from June 2009 to March 2014.
Following his resignation, he contested
general elections on a ticket by the Indian
National Congress from Bangalore South.
Born on June 2, 1955 in Sirsi, Karnataka,
Nilekani underwent frequent relocations
in his childhood, which was what initially
sparked the flame of ingenuity and
entrepreneurship in him. After finishing his
schooling, he moved on to the prestigious
Indian Institute of Technology in Mumbai for
a bachelor’s degree in electrical engineering.
After graduation, Nilekani joined the
Mumbai-based Patni Computer Systems in
1978 under N R Narayana Murthy. After
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I AM SIMPLY A PERSON
WHO WANTS TO MAKE A
DIFFERENCE AND I TAKE
THE ROLES THAT HELP
ME ACHIEVE THAT.
learning the tricks of the trade, he, along
with Murthy and five others, branched out
to form their own venture and thus, Infosys
was born. Set up with an initial capital of
about ₹ 10,000, the conglomerate’s revenue
has grown to a staggering $10.9 billion today.
After Nilekani succeeded Murthy as
CEO in 2002, the company’s fortunes saw
an astronomical growth. By the end of his
tenure in 2007, Infosys’s market cap had
skyrocketed 367% to ₹ 115,307 crore.
In 2005, the exemplary entrepreneur,
along with wife Rohini, founded ‘Arghyam’,
a charitable foundation for managing
groundwater and sanitation projects in India.
In 2014, the couple also set up ‘Ekstep’, a
non-profit organisation that provides a
learning platform for all children.

Big on philanthropic ventures, the
couple pledged to give away 50% of their $1.7
billion wealth to charity. With a stubborn
determination to leave his mark in society
by making a significant difference, Nilekani
once shared, “I am simply a person who
wants to make a difference and I take the
roles that help me achieve that.”
His stellar achievements, industry
goodwill and philanthropic ventures found
him a spot in Time magazine’s ‘100 most
influential people in the world’ list, both
in 2006 and 2009. He was also awarded
the Padma Bhushan in 2006, India’s thirdhighest civilian award.
A leader par excellence coming from a
humble background, Nilekani serves as an
inspiration to all budding entrepreneurs who
are truly looking to make a difference. ☐

Suchi Adhikari
SENIOR SUBEDITOR & CORRESPONDENT
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SMART OPERATIONS
Recipe for success

Smart manufacturing can help companies to optimise their business processes to a level
that could previously only be imagined. The ability to access relevant, real-time and
role-based information can help to enable more informed decision-making at every
level and create nearly endless opportunities to improve processes. Further, advances in
equipment, control systems and information systems can help establish more flexible
and responsive operations. The cover story explores how smart manufacturing has the
potential to wholly transform the food and beverage manufacturing operations with
significant examples. A read on…
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Food and beverage producers can use Smart
Manufacturing technologies to transform and
improve manufacturing operations

The evolving industry challenges are confronting global food
and beverage manufacturers. The three major drivers behind
these challenges are pressure demands from retailers and
consumers, pressure requirements from regulators for the quality
of food that is produced and pressure needs from brand or
business owners who want to make more superior products while
remaining profitable and increasing efficiency.
All of this requires companies and manufacturers to embrace
new Industrial Internet of Things (IIoT) and digital technologies
to continuously address process improvements and production
expansion opportunities. Today, smart manufacturing can help
food and beverage businesses to take a fresh and more
sophisticated approach in the way they run their operations.
Connecting previously siloed disconnected processes, smart
manufacturing enables a single view of operations within an
organisation and seamless communication across people, data
and assets. With improvements to real-time collaboration and
continuously optimised processes, smart manufacturing keeps
operations moving and frees up time to deal with external issues.

Optimised assets—The right tools
Bringing together disparate networks, improving production
visibility and attaining better control of processes can help make
operational improvements and drive gains in efficiency, especially
for complex activities like changeovers. Additionally, wider
availability of information can help manufacturers to be more
responsive to supply chain developments and improve ondemand production.
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In particular, food and beverage producers can use Smart
Manufacturing technologies to transform and improve
manufacturing operations including:
• Better intelligence: Manufacturing information is the basis
of deeper analysis to improve operations. The ability to
access real-time information on parameters, such as,
temperature, pressure, cook time & clean-in-place, can help
to create a more proactive approach towards food safety and
quality. Automated data collection, logging and reporting
also help to reduce the regulatory compliance burden.
• Enterprise manufacturing intelligence (EMI): EMI
software organises, correlates and presents production
information to help operators spot issues and adjust in real
time. Data-rich dashboards display how a machine or line is
performing and notifications alert workers if production
parameters exceed pre-set limits.
• Enhanced control: A modern Distributed Control System
(DCS) integrates all automation processes into one plantwide system. DCS features, such as, Model Predictive
Control (MPC), alarm management and batch management
can help improve plant efficiencies and operational
performance. Virtualised servers and workstations can help
reduce IT investments, improve uptime & extend life cycles.
• Smarter machines: Smart machines and devices can provide
unprecedented access to the most powerful elements. Few
food and beverage producers fully capitalise on their data.
Real-time data can be logged and analysed to help workers
make better decisions and ultimately optimise not only their
machines but also their entire manufacturing process.
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Smart Manufacturing provides opportunities to
not only follow the flow of ingredients and track
yield throughout production but also gives more
in-depth insights into key production areas

Get more out of production
When it comes to the need to improve yields, smart
manufacturing provides opportunities to not only follow the flow
of ingredients and track yield throughout production but also
gives more in-depth insights into key production areas that can
help to show where operations can improve.
Manufacturing Execution System (MES) software is one of
the fundamental building blocks in process control within food
and beverage production. It automates data collection for deeper
and more immediate production visibility. This can help
manufacturers make better decisions and the commodity market
and raw ingredients help to manage material variance and
improve yield, based on operations.
Besides, traceability within the supply chain is becoming
essential to respond efficiently to consumer demand or help
prevent and manage recalls. By applying Model Predictive
Control (MPC) as an intelligent layer on top of the existing
automation system, operating parameters for all processes can be
captured. The MPC predicts conditions of the process areas and
line and then makes ongoing adjustments to continuously
optimise the process.

Reduced product variability
Miraka’s facilities in New Zealand also reduced product
variability issues and increased the consistency of their dairy
products. They have also improved protein and fat control,
providing the potential to reduce fat plus protein giveaway
by more than 100 tonnes per year.
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For example, Miraka had their dairy processing plants adopt
an innovative solution from Rockwell Automation so as to
identify process improvements and maximise production. The
installation of Pavilion8® MPC software and smart upgrades to
the control system helped them achieve a capacity increase of
more than 4% during peak season and raised the moisture
targets by 0.04%. Even a small improvement in yield can
translate into a significant financial impact for these products.
For example, maximising material usage and reducing scrap
annually by as little as 1% can save hundreds of thousands of
dollars in wasted material.

Frictionless productivity
The applications and resulting advantages of smart
manufacturing are not just confined to machines— they can also
create real benefits when it comes to managing the workforces.
All companies and their plants, regardless of size, are under the
same pressures to improve productivity and protect workers.
As older, more experienced workers retire, younger, less
experienced workers are taking their place. And a new workforce
needs new tools and workflows to meet the challenges of flexible,
agile production. To be flexible in a dynamic environment and
respond quickly to change, workers need information.
Worker-specific instructions and contextualised production
information can help reduce complexity for new workers. Mobile
devices can deliver information to them in an interactive, familiar
format. Digitising processes can also capture critical ‘tribal
knowledge’ from experienced workers before they retire and
improve efficiency in operations and work conditions for a new,
dynamic workforce.
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There are tailored scoreboards in key production stages for
workers to view plant-summary data in different areas

For example, after Milk Specialties Global rolled out new
manufacturing intelligence systems from Rockwell Automation
across their three raw milk facilities, production control systems
are no longer data siloed isolated, and the reporting capabilities
are no longer outdated and Labour intensive. With the
FactoryTalk®
VantagePoint®
Enterprise
Manufacturing
Intelligence (EMI) software, everyone on the plant floor has a
real-time visibility and workers can view data quickly and within
multiple contexts to truly understand production data such as,
Chemicals In Products (CIP), chemical usage and tracking.

Meeting production targets
There are tailored scoreboards in key production stages
for workers to view plant-summary data in different areas.
Also, reporting capabilities are smarter as automated
reporting saves time compared to manual reporting. Workers
are empowered meeting production targets. Moreover, safety
systems that are integrated with machinery control systems
can help mitigate risks and are not as prone to nuisance
shutdowns as older hardwired systems. With data on safety
incidents, manufacturers can identify risks and adjust areas
where safety-related shutdowns are occurring.

Measure the meters
Improved productivity can be a corollary benefit when
companies use smart manufacturing to address their
management of resources, including water, air, gas, electricity
and steam (WAGES). Since energy costs continue to rise, food
and beverage producers are taking greater control over these
expenses to gain a critical competitive advantage. The key to
reducing energy-related costs is understanding where, when
and how much is being consumed. Armed with this information,
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companies can proactively manage load requirements, improve
system performance and reduce costs. Smart technologies in
energy management help manufacturers track energy
consumption in some capacity, whether at a site level or down
to specific production lines. By monitoring consumption, these
companies can make operational changes to reduce energy
consumption and costs.
Access to historical data also allows management personnel
to address intermittent or persistent power-quality issues, such
as, voltage sags or harmonics. By doing so, they can save thousands
of dollars in damaged equipment or poor-quality product and
avoid penalties associated with power-factor problems on the
energy grid. This type of data monitoring and analysis is critical
to making improvements; hence, companies and their end-users
are able to look ahead and make smarter decisions when it comes
to controlling energy usage.
For example, Faribault Foods’ bean plant replaced its existing
production infrastructure with a process solution based on
Rockwell Automation Integrated Architecture® system to boost
efficiency on managing WAGES consumption information. With
a new set of Allen-Bradley® smart drives and controllers and by
deploying more intelligent motor control throughout the plant,
they cut down over 38 per cent of natural gas usage and more
than 100 million gallons of overall water usage each year.

Greening the supply chain
Faribault Foods understands the importance of
greening the entire food supply chain. Through smart
manufacturing, the company increased product quality
and regulatory compliance. Also, they successfully improve
production reliability and reduce speed to produce from
seven days to five.
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Smart Manufacturing has the potential to wholly
transform food and beverage manufacturing operations

Protect the data and recipe

A key to stay ahead

New developments in technology are redefining food and
beverage manufacturing. By combining the Internet of Things,
wireless and mobile technologies, data analytics and network
infrastructure, companies can access & act on the data from their
operations. For all the benefits that smart manufacturing can
offer, it also requires a more comprehensive approach to security.
In the food and beverage industry, manufacturers need to
protect not only their uptime and intellectual property but also
the processes, equipment and people responsible for keeping the
products safe and of high quality.
For example, Arnott’s started their smart plant operations by
having their manufacturing plant in Adelaide, Australia move to
the new control platform and undertake a staged approach to an
intelligent ControlLogix® control system. They leveraged the
intelligence of the PowerFlex® variable speed drives on an
EtherNet IP™ network to help operators access real-time
information securely in the plant. Since the systems were
centralised and the site’s flexibility and agility were improved, the
company successfully reduced engineering time and production
loss during the plant upgrade.

There is no one-size approach for all. Also, Smart
Manufacturing is not a product that can be bought or a
machine that can be installed. It is a continuous process and a
case of helping manufacturers understand how they can evolve
in their journey towards digitalisation.
Some companies have made it. Their success proves that
Smart Manufacturing has the potential to wholly transform
food and beverage manufacturing operations and its benefits
can actually extend far beyond this.
The ability to access relevant, real-time and role-based
information can help to enable more informed decisionmaking at every level and create nearly endless opportunities
to improve processes. Advances in equipment, control systems
and information systems can help establish more flexible and
more responsive operations.
So, the benefits of Smart Manufacturing extend far beyond
operational improvements. A secure network infrastructure,
greater connectivity and access to actionable information also
create opportunities to enhance quality, food safety and
worker safety – all while helping to ease manufacturers’ burden
of regulatory compliance.
Therefore, embracing and adopting Smart Manufacturing
solutions to boost productivity is the need of the hour. This not
only helps companies and enterprises to optimise their business
processes to a level that could previously only be imagined but
it also has the ability to access relevant, real-time and role-based
information that can help to enable more informed decisionmaking at every level and create endless opportunities to
improve processes. ☐

Upgrading to Smart Manufacturing
Thanks to the upgrade to Smart Manufacturing, Arnott’s
plant gained flexibility and connectivity. The system’s
change has simplified the selection and setup process and
therefore, reduced human error and provided control
systems for the site conveyors and cooling systems that are
well supported within the industry.

Courtesy: Rockwell Automation India
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“Making factories
Industry 4.0-ready within hours”
…say Rolf Najork, President of the Executive Board, Bosch Rexroth AG & Hans Bangert,
Managing Director, Bosch Rexroth India, in this interaction with Suchi Adhikari. They
highlight the significance of catering to the demand of customised products and also
elaborate on the factory of the future. Excerpts from the interview…
Can you brief us on the new branding of Bosch Rexroth? Will
it bring any change in your operations and approach towards
customers and growth strategy?
Najork: Our new branding is very important to us. It is no
secret that we face the challenging time for several years but
we still managed a very good turnaround. We are coming
back to the market stronger than before. We have changed the
organisation, the culture and our approach towards customers
and technology. This is an achievement we need to highlight.
We introduced the new brand at the very important Hannover
Messe trade fair in April and it was a huge success.
What are the developments in terms of electronification of
all drive technologies for integrated solutions in mobile and
industrial applications?
Najork: Bosch Rexroth is looking at connected solutions
across all technologies. So, not only are we connecting
hydraulics via digital interfaces but are also adding new,
easy-to-use sensor technologies that can be utilised in
brownfield applications on existing machinery. We want to
be in a position to make factories Industry 4.0-ready within
hours and we want to be in a position where we can make
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connections completely wireless in the factory.
What is Bosch Rexroth’s vision for ‘factory of the future’?
Najork: We have created a very strong vision of what the factory
will look like in the future. One of our key ideas is that customers
want more customised products. This means that we must be in
a position to produce small lots of quantities, even a lot size of 1.
In order to do this, production needs to change permanently:s
Our vision for the factory of the future envisages machinery that
keeps on reconfiguring itself flexibly to match the order situation.
The fully connected factory as envisioned by Bosch Rexroth
is an intelligent space where the only fixed features are the floor,
walls and ceiling.
Everything else can be moved freely; production sets itself up
and configures itself flexibly – from one-off to mass production:
Machines drive in and out as needed, assembly lines grow or
shrink in size, autonomous transport vehicles supply employees
with components. Robots work shoulder to shoulder with human
colleagues, relieving them of monotonous or strenuous activities.
An ultra-fast 5G wireless network allows information exchange
in real time. Secondly, and this is the long-term vision, it has an
inductive charging ground floor.
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“We want to be in a position
where we can make
connections completely
wireless in the factory”
Rolf Najork

“We are definitely looking into
India as a strong machine
builder and a driver in the
industry with a lot of potential”
Hans Bangert

You spoke elaborately about the factory of the future and the
vision and how currently Bosch Rexroth is busy finding this
autonomous technology. Is this being done specifically with a
goal to be able to cater to whole batch production and cater to
the demand of customised products?
Bangert: If you think about lot size 1, you think of an individual
watch or classic sport shoes that you can manufacture. However,
customising products will play an important role e.g. in the
automotive industry. For example, let’s take our company. We
make a lot of hydraulics; we make valves one day, or can make
pumps the next. If we have a product running for 2, 3 or 4
years, we don’t have to eliminate our equipment afterwards. We
keep using it, but differently. There are a number of advantages,
including economical, sustainability and technical.
Bosch Rexroth has been manufacturing a substantial portion
of components in India. How do you plan to continue ‘local to
local’ manufacturing?
Bangert: We have a very modern plant in Ahmedabad,
which is only four years old. We have a lot of international
customers here, so they expect any product, which is made
in India to follow the same specifications as that which is
followed in Germany. Hence, every single weld we make in
India will have exactly the same calibration, measurement
and quality, as made in Germany. Not every technology or
specification in Germany or the US is needed at this point of
time in India. In some areas, a customer does not need all the
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bells and whistles, but still needs a top-quality product.
How do you look at the readiness of Indian factories in
terms of adapting to digitalisation? This is the very latest
technology that is seeping in, but is there enough demand
for it yet in India?
Bangert: We find that there is a good demand here, mostly
from end users. They want to know about the efficiency of
the machines and also when a machine needs maintenance.
We not only collect the data from sensors but with predictive
maintenance also give them hints about what to do to avoid
potential machine failures.
What are Bosch Rexroth’s plans for the Indian market? Which
are the industry sectors being targeted for growth?
Bangert: We are definitely looking into India as a strong
machine builder and a driver in the industry with a lot of
potential. We are also looking at where the government is
investing. Providing energy to India is also in the books of the
government, especially wind power and solar. We look forward
to contribute to the Indian market for example by equipping
wind-power generators with pitch control.
Additionally, a lot of tractors are also being built in India. They
are all ready for the next level of sophistication. This is another
area of interest for us. With the trend of increasing urbanisation,
Food & Packaging is another upcoming sector where we are
keen to contribute in the future. ☐
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“The Indian manufacturing sector
is heading towards a major facelift”
…says Marc Jarrault, Managing Director, Lapp India, who in this interview with
Maria Jerin, discusses Lapp India’s journey so far upon completing 20 years and
the steps that the company is taking to implement a planned Industry 4.0 journey
in India. Excerpts from the interview…
How do you trace back the journey of Lapp India in the last
20 years? What do you attribute this success to?
Foreseeing the potential of the Indian market in terms
of rapid growth in infrastructure and industrialisation, Lapp
entered the Indian market as a trading company in 1996.
By the year 1998, they set up their first manufacturing unit
in Jigani, Bangalore. Post this, we started working on our
second manufacturing plant in Pilukedi, Bhopal, which
produces more than 216,000 km of single core wires per
annum, catering mainly to the building wire segment.
Today, Lapp in India provides about 150,000 km per
year of power, control, instrumentation and data cables
along with connectors, accessories and customised cabling
solutions, to over 7,000 customers across India. What’s
more, Lapp in India is the second largest operations of Lapp
outside of Germany.
Our success can be attributed to
our understanding of customer
requirements and being able to
provide both global and local
products and solutions to meet
these requirements. Our approach
of providing application-based
solutions helps us to address the
key segments driving the growth of
the country. We also attribute
our success to Lapp’s
employees, who
work towards
making us a
preferred
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partner for cable and connectivity solutions for all our
stakeholders.
According to you, what are the megatrends that are
driving disruption across the industry globally? How
do you foresee these trends in India?
Industry 4.0 is in harmony with worldwide initiatives,
including smart factories, IIoT, Smart Manufacturing,
and advanced manufacturing. This revolution in the
manufacturing landscape is changing continuously
across boundaries.
With this revolution, the Indian manufacturing
sector seems to be heading towards a major facelift now,
in which IIoT and Smart Manufacturing are playing a
vital role. So Indian manufacturing has come a long way
by adapting and implementing IIoT and creating smart
factories with robots and advanced computer systems.
IIoT is helping the manufacturing sector transform its
business by applying industry-leading analytics and
intellectual capabilities that can help improve the quality
of operations, optimisation and uptime from production
till the final stage. IIoT has also opened several avenues
for manufacturers by integrating analytics into their
systems for better results with high and quality output.
What are the major challenges faced by the industry?
How does your company address these challenges?
The search is on for sophisticated, tailored solutions
in the industry, from production to testing and delivery
of projects at a manufacturing end. To support these
objectives, manufacturing companies are keen to quickly
produce quality connectivity solutions. We put our
products through their paces in the company’s own
laboratory and test facility in order to ensure that they
meet the customers’ high expectations. We even test the
first samples thoroughly and therefore, the customer can
be confident that the solution is the right one, with the
danger of costly downtimes of production equipment
reduced to a minimum.
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Marc Jarrault completed his MBA from INSEAD
in France. He is a French Foreign Trade Advisor
and has in-depth knowledge of the manufacturing
industry acquired from senior leadership roles
held in various MNCs. He has also managed large
construction projects (pipeline, cement plant,
power plant) and championed health and safety
and sustainable development.

Tell us about the steps you are taking to implement a strategised
Industry 4.0 transition in India.
Industry 4.0 would demand data, power supply and
pneumatics in one connector to significantly reduce the retrofit
times of a modular production plant. Reliable networking
of production across all levels will only be possible with a
comprehensive cabling and connection concept. Ethernet cables
in a production environment must be substantially more robust
than LAN cables in an office environment.
We cater to this increasing demand of Industry 4.0. The focus
lies on developing solutions that are designed with data cables that
ensure minimal loss of data. The slim design of the components
manufactured by Lapp enables robustness
with high flexibility that is best suitable to
manage torsion, reeling and unreeling.

of 10.3% through 2023, predominantly on account of growing
government investments towards infrastructure development
projects. We aim to capitalise on this and contribute to the
Indian growth story.

Going forward, what is your roadmap for Lapp in India?
Our vision for India is to reach a turnover of Rs 1000 crores in
the next 4 years. We plan to increase our active customer base and
also strengthen our presence in key segments, driving the growth
of the country.
When it comes to retail, we want to increase our base from the
current 5 cities to 20 cities in the next 4 years. This would ensure
that we are not only seen as a prominent
player in the retail market, but would also
ensure that we are where our customers are.
THE WIRE AND CABLE INDUSTRY We will set up more warehouses and build
Can you brief us on the current scenario
service points in order to provide them with
IS HIGHLY COMPETITIVE, WITH
and the market potential in India for
better service. We are further looking at
FEW ORGANISED PLAYERS IN
wires and cables? What is your outlook
offering our customers the convenience to
THE MARKET
on the future growth prospects in this
buy online and expanding our production
sector?
capacity in Jigani and Bhopal plants, which
The wire and cable industry is highly competitive, with few will help us enlarge our market offering by being a one stop
organised players in the market, all trying to capture a major electro-technical solution provider for India.
portion. A high level of consolidation has led to an increased
pressure on pricing and promotion. In the coming years, with What is your approach to organisational change management
consumers becoming more sensitive, manufacturers will be so as to build a culture of operational excellence?
seen providing products by anticipating the consumer needs
We focus on job rotation and continuous vocational training
in advance and broadening the appeal of the product to suit at all levels so as to build greater understanding of business
various needs. Also, products with superior technologies will and hence, be able to deliver operational excellence. We have
continue to find a deeper penetration in the Indian wires and developed a global skills model in support of this. Among
cables market.
other areas, this is implemented in the context of succession
Sectors such as infrastructure, metro, metals and mining, planning, further training and talent promotion. With this
and automation power plants (nuclear & thermal) contribute approach to organisational change, we have managed to
to the growth of India. Lapp has a significant marketshare for become a segment driven rather than concentrating regionally.
control, power and data products in these industries. According We are now centralised more on developing tailored solutions
to a recent research done by TechSci Research, India, insulated for every industrial segment, align ourselves with market needs
wire and cable market has been predicted to grow at a CAGR and meet challenges. ☐
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I m ag e s c o u rte s y : sh u t t e rst o c k

Sensors in Automation: Trends & Prospects
In industrial automation, sensors play a dynamic part to make products intellectual and remarkably
automatic. These authorise one to perceive, evaluate, measure and course an assortment of
transformations like alteration in position, length, height, exterior and dislocation that occurs in the
industrial manufacture sites. New sensors not only expand the meticulousness of manufacturing
processes but can help to gather even more information about them than was possible before. The
Viewpoint section examines the growth opportunities in sensor
technology in automation, what drives their demand in India and
Juili Eklahare
Features Writer
their role in predicting and preventing future events.
juili.eklahare@publish-industry.net
“To meet the demands of smart factory, sensors should be easy to configure”

Sanjay Kulkarni,
Managing Director
Pilz India
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Signal processing in sensors has vastly changed over the years. With the arrival of high-speed
and compact electronic technology, the interaction of sensors with remaining part of machinery
has developed immensely. Industry 4.0 is the buzzword in automation and IIoT forms the basis
of smart factory. To meet the demands of smart factory, sensors should be easy to configure and
simple to install. Other than this, the demand for rugged and durable sensors will always remain
as one of the primary breaks for progression.
Sensors which protect man, machine, environment, thus guaranteeing safety and high
availability of plant and machinery, have been witnessing major growth. Many innovative
technologies, such as, RFID and tactile sensors are being adopted to make sure that the sensors
are manipulation-proof. Besides, sensors are the first point of detection of any parameter change
in the machine; they can detect non-conformity and trigger the main controller for further safe
action. They themselves have fault-detection circuitry, which sends a response to the controller
for monitoring system health. This leads to enhanced safety, which is very vital for HRC, where
humans and robots work hand-in-hand.
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“The biggest innovation taking place in the world of sensors is IO-Link”

Bipin Jirge,
Managing Director
ifm electronic India

Sensors have been upgraded very fast in the market. Real time monitoring of machine parameters
and equipment being designed with Predictive Maintenance in mind is what is driving sensor
demand in India in addition to the generic growth in sensor application due to increased automation
levels on the plant floor. These days, the biggest innovation taking place in the world of sensors is
IO-Link. The IO-Link technology, being digital, is being accepted by almost all industries, where we
want to overcome traditional challenges of analogue systems like EMC issues / signal losses, etc,
which are very common in analogue signals. This technology will drive total costs down as compared
to analogue systems. It will certainly bring big information from sensors into the IoT interface,
directly as well as into the PLC. It will also enable us to equip the machines to have much more
Predictive Maintenance features, on the basis of extra data we get from the sensors.

“Data ownership will become the foremost concern”

Bruno Albuquerque,
Key Account Executive
NOVUS Automation

Efficient sensors, combined with communication capability, are driving sensing technologies
and their possibilities in the industry way ahead of what they used to be. The fast growing Indian
industry has already identified and defined connectivity as a priority. Hence, the demand for
connected sensors is increasing and this will reflect in a medium-term economic impact, to both
the local industry and major technology exporters.
When it comes to advances in sensor technology, these are mainly noticed on the basis of
performance, efficiency and connectivity perspectives. The results are fast measurements integrated
to systems that will compile this data, helping companies to take faster action and save money.
Even as far as growth opportunities in sensor technology in automation are concerned, those are
mainly present where connectivity is present – everything will be connected in the near future and
data ownership will become the foremost concern. Companies must be ready to deliver solutions,
which connect sensing points and give informative reports in a user-friendly way. What’s more,
today’s biggest concern is not only measuring but learning through measurement, so that automatic
action can be taken without human interaction. So, Predictive Maintenance will be possible
through machine learning algorithms, which use sensor information as their main input.

“With Industry 4.0, the role of sensors will become more crucial”

Deepak Aran,
Director
Contrinex Automation
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Sensors are the eyes and ears of any automation system. Thus, the accuracy and efficiency of
any system depends heavily on sensor specifications. Sensors started from being based on
mechanical principles and now are even being developed on wireless technologies. They are
becoming more and more technology-oriented, with latest features, such as, wireless sensing, IOLinks, etc. Additionally, with the advent of Industry 4.0, the role of sensors will become more
crucial. Smart sensors will be needed at every point and the information required will elevate from
GO/NO-GO inputs to a totally new dimension of detailed data from every point in the field.
Technocrats want sensors, which are compatible with the latest communication protocols and
are able to work in high temperatures, pressures, and all sorts of environments, such as, underwater,
space, etc. at a competitive price. When it comes to sensors’ contribution to predicting and
preventing future events, it is governed by the data/history of events, which need to be evaluated in
order to analyse the present state of any environment, as a result, arriving to conclusions regarding
deterioration levels. The data can be obtained through sensors and so, whether it is the industry or
the environment, we will need high levels of sensors if we want to predict future events and prevent
mishaps from taking place.
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“Sensors are carriers of first level of information”

Prakash Rao,
Director
JUMO India

Sensors have radically changed how we understand our world in real time. Sensors these days
are small, smart and sustainable of every imaginable description that comes with the ability to
connect to the internet and exchange information in real time. Wireless and IoT are some of the
emerging trends in sensor technology. With this new capability, sensors are penetrating the gamut
of applications in various industries, from smart industrial productions to security & surveillance.
Speaking of security, large scale production coupled with escalating security concerns and ongoing technological developments in consumer electronics are drawing the sensor market to
India. Recent advances of sensor technologies have been powered by high-speed and low-cost
electronic circuits, novel signal processing methods and advanced manufacturing technologies.
The growth in the sensor market can also be attributed to the growth of the industrial sector as a
whole; the initiation of smart city project, demand for sensors in smart homes in building
automation segment and the phenomenal increase in process industries – all offer passable
growth in sensor technology in automation.
Hence, being at the bottom of the automation pyramid, sensors are carriers of first level of
information from the field to control room. Today’s smart and intelligent sensors analyse and
give information to higher control system to take preventive actions and collect & store
information for prediction purposes.

“Sensors greatly eliminate the role of automation system”

Atul Dave,
Managing Director
SICK India
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Over the years, sensors have emerged as the core component of industrial automation. Earlier,
sensors played the role of transferring signal to high level automation systems. But nowadays, they
offer more than that — they give intelligent signals and data and thereby, eliminate the role of
automation system to a great extent. They are impeccably integrated in plant communication
systems. Also, they now communicate with other sensors on intelligent networks and collect data
and transfer them to cloud for further storage and computing.
The demand for sensors is also increasing as the industrial automation level is rising. More
machines are now automated and sensors come as handy tools to automate machines and plants.
Greater awareness on safety of people and plant machinery has driven the demand for safety sensors.
Diagnostics, data availability and robust performance in harsh environments, etc. are driving the
demand for sensors in the country. Plus, the stricter emission norms of the government are driving
the sensor business in the field of process automation. So, as sensors become more and more
intelligent, they will act as standalone intelligent systems, capable of anticipating wear and tear of
machines, likely downtime and failure of certain components. They can also order service parts or
maintenance personnel if they are connected to the cloud and are capable of data analytics.
Sensors in the future will be used for data collection and analytics besides their normal routine
function of sensing what is there in the field. Industrial revolution 4.0 is driving more and more
industries to look for solutions that offer intelligent sensors and which are capable of delivering both
signal as well as data. Data storage, computing and Data Analytics will drive the technological
developments in the field.
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OPTIMISING OPERATIONS WITH
ADVANCED AUTOMATION SOLUTIONS
Most manufacturing enterprises today are exploring and adopting
next generation automation solutions. However, a major
roadblock faced by them is finding a suitable partner in this
journey of digital evolution. This article highlights the significant
automation solutions available so as to enable machine builders
to successfully optimise operations. A read on…
The demand for cars is increasing across the globe, given
the additional impetus to automotive OEMs. Automotive
manufacturers are revamping production processes to cater to
this increased demand. In addition, they have realised that a
flexible shop floor will help optimise their production, which
is only achieved by adopting advanced technologies. Robotics,
additive manufacturing and seamless horizontal and vertical
connectivity have already penetrated production processes
improving existing system.
Conventionally, assembly lines were labour intensive,
especially while moving parts from one station to another, which
was less efficient and involved risks. In order to overcome these
challenges, guide rail conveyors are used in the automotive
industry for movement of engine, vehicle body, etc. Industrial
conveyors allow automotive factories to move car body or engine
between various stations spread across a shop floor in a factory.

Product transport: Critical yet unattended
Entirely mechanised and automated conveyor system is
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Pooja Patil
Corporate Communications
B&R Industrial Automation
pooja.patil@br-automation.com

becoming a lifeline of automotive shop floors by efficiently
transferring the heavy loads within a factory helping them stick to
their production schedules. These conveyors are continuously
moving across the shop floor and pallets carrying the vehicle
body or engine stops at every processing station with the help of
stoppers. This continuous movement generates friction,
eventually leading to wear and tear of components. Since the
conveyor system is the critical link in the manufacturing line, any
disruption or unplanned downtime in its operation during
production increases maintenance costs and reduces productivity,
which can be hugely damaging for automotive manufacturers.
There could be different reasons for failures—mechanical,
bearing or motors or drives, which are among the most
common reasons for stoppage of conveyor systems.
Fortunately, with advanced automation technology solutions,
today, it is possible to monitor the condition of equipment in
order to prevent failures of critical equipment in operation,
maximising uptime and productivity. Monitoring the
condition of equipment helps the manufacturing units to
monitor the system for problems or abnormalities, enabling
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them to take corrective actions before failure occurs. This
reduces costly downtime, maximising production output.

Condition monitoring: A perfect solution
B&R’s solutions allow automation concepts of any
manufacturing equipment applications to be implemented
easily. Condition monitoring modules are part of B&R’s X20
control system, which precisely detect cases when service work
may be needed and are also extremely easy to configure with no
limitations. These modules allow manufacturing lines to
continuously monitor the status of equipment or system. The
results help to determine exactly which components require
maintenance and when.
The vibration sensors are mounted on the conveyors or the
guide rails used for transporting the vehicle body or engine.

When the system is healthy, the vibrations are within a
tolerance band. However, as the wear and tear increases or
there is higher friction, the vibration values start deviating
from the standard allowed. The line manager gets a holistic
view of the entire line from the trends generated by B&R
condition monitoring system. He is able to deduce the exact
area where the potential problem is expected and then during
his regular maintenance schedule, take necessary actions. In
case a part needs to be replaced and needs ordering, the line
manager has the time to process the request and have the
material in stock for replacement in his scheduled maintenance.
Without the availability of such monitoring systems,
manufacturing units only understand the problem when it
occurs. This leads to stopping the entire production line and
diagnosing and resolving the issue could take a long time. In
case the faced issue demands product replacement, it would
Advt
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B&R’s solutions allow automation concepts of
any manufacturing equipment applications to be
implemented easily

further be subject to availability of the part. Thus, resolving
the issue could take longer than expected.
A typical application of these X20 modules include
continuous monitoring of rotating components such as,
hydraulic assemblies, pulleys, belts, gears and motors. A special
feature of these modules is that they perform vibration analysis
locally, right on the module. These compact X20 modules
provide four input channels and are able to generate more than
70 condition parameters such as, configurable damage frequency
values, which are then transferred directly to the controller via
POWERLINK. This architecture reduces cabling and
maintenance effort in the manufacturing lines and improves
diagnostics. It also facilitates mounting sensors and modules on
the conveyor lines and reduces cost of installation. The
condition parameters generated by X20 module provide line
managers with information that they need to optimise
maintenance intervals. B&R Automation Studio makes it a snap
to configure the X20 module and program how the machine
should respond to a status change, significantly reducing the
amount of time and effort spent while working with software.
These modules are very easy to use as part of an overall
automation solution without requiring any expertise in
vibration mechanics.

Coupling condition monitoring with secure
remote access
Condition monitoring provides the maintenance and line
managers to get access to information about the condition of
systems on site. However, having this information available to
them at their fingertips from anywhere would definitely provide
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a greater value addition and make their work easier. Maintenance
teams are always on their toes and in an event of a breakdown are
expected to provide a quick resolution to the problem. B&R helps
couple condition monitoring with secure remote access to the
system from anywhere around the globe. The data is continuously
logged and is available at a click of a button. The maintenance can
access this data from their smart phones and tablets at any time.
In addition, in case the maintenance teams need the
machine builders to support in diagnosing the machine, B&R
secure remote maintenance (SRM) enables a seamless secure
connectivity right down to sensors and controller variables.
Machine builders can securely access their machines without
interfering with the IT network of the factory. The IT teams
from the manufacturing unit configure and provides access
rights and only authorised personnel can access the network.
This offers a perfect mix of security and data integrity. SRM
solution is easy to operate and any technician or engineer can
access machines from anywhere in the world to retrieve
logbook entries, application data and much more. In this way,
multiple machines and system can be promptly serviced by a
technician. Downtime can be kept to a minimum and costly
travel can be avoided completely.

Next generation automation solutions
Today, everyone wants to adopt next generation automation
solutions. However, they always face a challenge about not having
a suitable partner in their journey. It is significant to enable
machine builders and factories to successfully implement
advanced automation solutions and help them optimise
operations so as to improve efficiencies. ☐
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A DCS Distributes Processing Power

Distributed
control

Central
controller
Distributed
control

How to add
process control
to a PLC-based
system

Distributed
control

Today’s automation applications are less narrowly defined than in the past. Hence, control
engineers, who have spent most of their time developing and running discrete systems, are now
having the need to add process control for the first time. This article explores how to approach a
hybrid system from the PLC side and discusses the challenges and opportunities. A read on…
The history of the automation industry has been a history
of engineering and technical advances, yet sometimes these
advances seem to barely keep pace with the increased demands
from the corporations and organisations that use them. New
field devices, more complex processes, a need to feed data into
corporate computer networks—all these requirements and
more can be a source of frustration for busy control engineers.
As automation applications grow and change at an increasing
pace, systems that once seemed powerful and future-proof
gradually begin to look less capable. Even advanced control
systems that have worked well for years are nonetheless
limited by the design assumptions and manufacturing
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capabilities at the time they were specified.

A little history
Automation systems of the past were often developed to serve a
specific purpose in a specific industry. For instance, Programmable
Logic Controllers (PLCs) were originally developed to replace
banks of physical relays that controlled and monitored discrete
machines and equipment, such as, the on/off controls in a bottling
plant. These relays were essentially switches that were either open
or closed, and the ladder logic programming within the PLC was
designed to mimic the action of the original relays.
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In a largely discrete system, such as this, the job of the central
controller is to systematically read the states of all input/output
(I/O) points, solve the logic and then write back to the I/O,
repeating this pattern over and over again quickly. PLCs are fast.

Enter analog
In contrast, many complex processes such as, oil refining and
wastewater treatment use smaller quantities of on/off digital
signals. These processes involve large numbers of variable analog
signals for temperatures, pressures, variable pumps and the likes.
A different type of system, the Distributed Control System (DCS),
was developed to accommodate them.
In a DCS, the reading, writing, and logic solving is not
concentrated in the central controller. Instead, much of it is
distributed to smaller intelligent units, usually located near the
device being monitored or controlled. The central controller
provides overall supervision. Distributed intelligence was
essential for process control because analog signals and the
logic needed for them require much greater processing power.
Converting electrical signals into degrees Celsius, as just one
example, involves a complex mathematical formula. One
controller simply could not handle all these analog tasks at
once; but a division of labour enabled even very large systems to
run smoothly.

Today’s challenges

problems of cost, integration, and system performance. A full
DCS is hard to justify due to its size, expense, and the complexity
of learning such a system. For companies doing small to
medium-sized process control, for example, in pharmaceuticals,
the food and beverage industry, or water and wastewater, a full
DCS is, frankly, an overkill.
Using one of the newer hybrid systems from a DCS
manufacturer may mean abandoning an existing system that’s
working fine. Conversely, integrating a DCS with your existing
system is difficult because these systems are proprietary.
Traditionally, they were designed as closed systems, both for
manufacturing and marketing reasons. PC-based process
control is a possibility, but operating system reliability and the
cost for industrially hardened hardware are concerns.
Integration may also be difficult, involving engineering time
and expense.
What about simply using the PLC for process control as well
as discrete manufacturing? Newer PLCs offer analog functions,
and PLC manufacturers have added functionality to meet
process control needs. But both PC-based control and PLCbased systems lack the distributed intelligence that is the main
advantage of a DCS. So, any substantial amount of analog logic
will slow down scan times, increase network traffic and adversely
affect system throughput. While slower scan times for analog
devices may be acceptable, a PLC also running digital control
cannot afford to slow down critical digital response time.

Supercharging the PLC system

Today’s automation applications are less narrowly defined
What if one didn’t have to choose between a PLC-based
than in the past. Today, both discrete control and process
control are often required to get the job done. We can see this system and distributed intelligence for process control, but
trend toward hybrid systems in the offerings of some of the could have the best features of both? What if one could
largest DCS manufacturers, for example, Emerson’s DeltaV® supercharge their PLC system for process control? Here’s a way
to do just that, by adding intelligent remote I/O to the existing
and ABB’s Freelance®.
Control engineers, who have spent most of their time PLC-based system.
Like a DCS, PLC-based systems used to be closed and
developing and running discrete systems, may now need to add
process control for the first time. Because of the architectural proprietary. But today, many such systems—for example, Allendifferences between a PLC-based system and a DCS, approaching Bradley®, ControlLogix® and CompactLogix® PLCs—use a
common communication platform consisting of an Ethernet
a hybrid system from the PLC side can offer some challenges.
network and EtherNet/IP, an industrial protocol developed by
A-B and currently supported by ODVA (Open DeviceNet
Alternatives for process control
Vendors Association).
Adding process control to a PLC-based system presents
The major advantage of EtherNet/IP is that it provides a
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SNAP I/O™ from Opto 22 can augment an A-B
ControlLogix or CompactLogix system—or
another PLC system that uses EtherNet/IP

widely used, standard conduit for communication between
products from various vendors. So, a PLC that uses the EtherNet/
IP protocol can communicate easily with devices from other
manufacturers. And this interoperability gives one choices.
Like the Information Technology (IT) department, which
may use Microsoft® software and Dell® computers but chooses
printers and peripherals from other vendors, you, as a control
engineer, can use EtherNet/IP-capable hardware and software,
such as, Allen-Bradley CompactLogix and ControlLogix PLCs
and RSLogix, but choose I/O for specific purposes from
another vendor.

integral-derivative (PID) loop control, the PLC can continue to
do its normal job with little impact.

The no-programming alternative

In a PLC-based system, communication with most remote
I/O is through a bus coupler. In the past, putting intelligence at
the I/O level meant buying another PLC and programming it,
either in ladder logic or by learning a new programming
language. Both require development time and expense.
The advantage of Opto 22 SNAP I/O is that it does not
require programming. All I/O functions are built into the I/O,
in a device called a brain. The brain provides communications,
New choices
like a bus coupler, but it also provides automatic I/O processing.
PLC systems, by their very nature, do not include distributed As soon as the I/O is configured, the brain immediately begins
control. As you are well aware, when you add analog I/O, you processing. Compatibility with A-B PLCs is guaranteed because
must also add new ladder logic to process that I/O. But additional SNAP I/O is EtherNet/IP conformance tested by ODVA.
logic and more I/O points eat up processing power, impacting
For process control applications, the built-in analog
overall system performance by increasing network traffic and functions in SNAP I/O, that are especially useful, include PID
slowing scan times.
loop control (up to 96 loops per brain), minimum and maximum
One of the more exciting choices EtherNet/IP presents, values, analog scaling, calibration, ramping, totalising,
however, is the possibility of augmenting a PLC-based system engineering unit conversion, thermocouple linearisation,
with I/O that’s designed for process control. You can choose temperature conversion, watchdog timeout and output clamping.
to add the distributed intelligence of a DCS to a PLC-based In addition, SNAP I/O solution offers serial and digital functions
system. SNAP I/O™ from Opto 22 can augment an A-B on the same I/O rack, including, multiple serial device control
ControlLogix or CompactLogix system—or another PLC (RS 232/485), input latching, digital filtering, quadrature
system that uses EtherNet/IP (such as MicroLogix 1100/1400)— counting, high-speed counting, watchdog timeout, pulse
by doing exactly that: providing intelligent remote I/O that generation, pulse measurement, time-proportional output and
offloads many I/O functions, especially those involving the frequency and period measurement. The ability to add all these
heavy analog signal processing required by most process functions in remote I/O, with no programming and little impact
control applications.
on the overall system, may well be the supercharger your system
With remote I/O that handles such functions as ramping, needs in order to succeed with new process control tasks. ☐
thermocouple linearisation, analog scaling, and proportional- Courtesy: Opto22
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Essential wireless network layout concepts
One of the first steps when creating a new wireless instrumentation network using ISA100
Wireless™, or any other industrial wireless network, is a site survey. Radio propagation
patterns can be difficult to predict, but following a few basic design guidelines ensures a
much higher level of success. Some wireless consultants make the process very complex
using simulations and reading test signals, but these often do not ultimately match the
real world. The article explores other approaches, which are simpler and involve taking a
few distance measurements and establishing sight lines, which work just as well.
ANSI/ISA-100.11a-2011 (IEC 62734), wireless systems for
industrial automation and process control, related applications
and networks are designed to support wireless field
instrumentation. This protocol specification is part of the larger
ISA100 Wireless series. Although network management
platforms have an extraordinary capability for self-organisation,
this feature cannot overcome unreliable radio links.
But, the network management platform can use its
diagnostic capabilities to measure the health of the
communication and device. It can identify unreliable links so
that they can be fixed, and with improved communication, the
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network manager can re-establish a reliable link.

How signals propagate
Although it is not a perfect model, thinking of radio in the
same way as visible light is accurate much of the time. Wireless
networks depend largely on Line Of Sight (LOS). If a wireless
flowmeter is trying to transmit to a gateway in its LOS, the
likelihood of a good link is very high. More potential
obstructions are transparent to radio frequencies than visible
light, but this is affected by frequency. A leafy tree is
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For the best signal propagation, each antenna should
be mounted vertically with at least 1 m of clear space
around it horizontally. This normally means mounting
the antenna as high on a structure as possible

transparent to signals at 90 MHz but 2.4-GHz signals will
suffer some attenuation.
Metallic objects are the great enemy of radio propagation,
but can also help under the right conditions, which is why
refineries and chemical plants provide many challenges for
wireless networks. In one case, a steel-shell storage tank can be
helpful by reflecting a signal, while at other times, it is as an
obstacle. Like visible light, much depends on the surface angles.
General wireless principles require one to avoid metallic
surfaces when placing antennas for field devices, such as,
process instruments and actuators, routers and gateways. The
best situation is to mount the antenna vertically so that it is
unobstructed on all sides. If a gateway is mounted next to a
metallic pole, the signal will be attenuated, even on the side
away from the pole. It is far better to move the antenna to the
top of the pole so that it can extend into free space. The antenna
can also be extended by mounting it horizontally, so that there
is at least a 1-metre gap between the antenna and the pole.

Understanding the Fresnel zone
Elevated antenna placement is important, because radio
communication does not move in a tight beam like a laser. To
send the signal from one point to another efficiently, some
area in the shape of an ellipse is required. This area is called
the Fresnel zone. The amount of room available for the signal
to spread has a huge effect on signal strength and the distance
it can carry since the longer the distance, the fatter the zone
needs to be in the centre. Anything violating the zone
attenuates the strength. Therefore, trying to squeeze a signal
through a narrow space even though it may allow direct LOS,
can result in signal attenuation.
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For example, where the LOS side clearance has an open
space with a radius of 4 m, the communication range can be
500 m. However, when trying to send the signal through a
more constricted area where the open space radius is only 2 m,
the effective distance will be cut by 75% to 128 m. Having
open, unobstructed space makes a huge difference, but this is
typically a problem in most congested plant environments.
This is why mounting devices and antennas being as high as
possible is so important.

Meshing vs routing devices
ISA-100.11a has mechanisms for device-to-device meshing
but the more desired network topology is where a field device
can communicate directly with the gateway or directly to a
router connected to the gateway. The goal is to avoid the need
for meshing device-to-device, because sending signals between
multiple field devices slows down data movement and taxes the
devices’ batteries.
To facilitate these transmissions, gateways and routers
should be mounted as high as practical to clear any surrounding
equipment and permit clear LOS connections. We call this
practice of having a mesh of routers communicating above the
plant equipment a sky mesh and it takes advantage of more
powerful transmitters than are practical for individual wireless
field devices.
Placement of individual field devices is not as simple. Most
native wireless devices, such as, a differential pressure instrument,
have an integral wireless transmitter and antenna. This is very
convenient, but can complicate signal propagation. Placement in
the process piping or vessel often dictates where the device must
be mounted, the antenna orientation and the surrounding
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Radio waves tend to propagate through an
elliptical space formed between the two
antennas. The longer the distance, the larger
the required diameter at the center. This
space should be as unobstructed as possible
to avoid signal attenuation

obstructions. Using an antenna extension can address these
issues. Another alternative is to add a router mounted as near to
the instrument as possible and clear of obstructions. If more than
one instrument is in the same difficult location, a single router
can service a group.

The connection from each field device to the closest router is
the most challenging because it often has the most obstructions.
Communication between routers and the gateway is easier to
visualise and evaluate since those components are mounted
higher above the process equipment in more open space.

Laying out a network

Evaluating performance

Most networks are designed from two ends, the field and
the control room. Field devices must be located according to
their process function, which could easily be in a congested
pipe jungle where equipment interferes with clear signal
propagation. The final gateway is often placed near the control
room, because it is hardwired to the control system. The
network must bridge this gap.
Creating a sky mesh requires finding where it is practical to
place routers. Ideally, these should be high off the ground and
as close to the individual field devices as possible. Ensuring
reliable communication between the field devices and the
nearest sky mesh router may involve a secondary router in
between to compensate for signal loss.
In most process plants, it is not difficult to find tall structures,
such as, distillation columns, but they may not be located where
they are useful for router placement. Positioning antenna to avoid
signal blockage problems associated with such large metallic
structures can be tricky. As a rule of thumb, if the router is placed
30 m above the ground, it can reach individual field devices close
to ground level up to 50 m away. This assumes a few beneficial
reflections, balanced against some obstructions from piping.

The two most common measures of network performance
are Bit Error Rate (BER) and Packet Error Rate (PER). The
former uses predetermined bit patterns to check which are
received incorrectly, a process requiring dedicated software
on all the field devices, routers and gateways. It must be
performed as a specific test, sending the designated patterns.
PER performance measurements, on the other hand, deal
with complete packets and can be done without special tools
during normal communication. If a problem is developing,
there will be a detectable change in the PER.
The most important indicator is determining how often
packets get through correctly the first time. Getting the PER as
low as possible is the objective but this can only be done when
all radio links are working reliably.
A well-designed ISA-100.11a wireless instrumentation
network can operate as dependably as wired I/O in most
applications. When the communication links connect reliably,
latency will be minimised, allowing control room operators
and other plant personnel to have all the information they
need in a timely manner. ☐
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Exploring the latest industrial
communication solutions
Most device manufactures today are looking for multi-protocol connectivity so as to serve
a wide range of automation applications and vertical market segments and grow their
business. This case study highlights how one such OEM implemented the latest hi-tech
industrial communication solution so as to meet their objectives. A read on…
Integrating a production system into a specific environment
requires using the right network protocols. What is also
important is finding a reliable solution, which easily adapts to
a wide range of requirements. A German specialist for highvoltage generation systems was confronted with such a task
and discovered a compact communications device, which is
open to all alternatives.
Schnier Elektrostatik GmbH is considered a pacemaker in
the field of high-voltage generation systems. The company
was founded in 1977 in Reutlingen, Germany and is known for
its high-voltage generating solutions, which are typically used
in electrostatic coating processes.
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Each Volkswagen produced at the German Wolfsburg
facility was coated with Schnier high-voltage technology while
at the paint shop of the Porsche plant near Stuttgart, Germany,
special electric filters with Schnier high-voltage technology
take care of clean air.

New product, new solution
The very latest product range from Schnier is named
smart-E 310. It was developed with the goal to find a smaller,
simpler and most of all, more cost-effective solution for highvoltage generation. It houses not only the technology for high-
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The netX range of network controllers includes
all components of a fieldbus or real-time Ethernet
interface with integrated 2-port switch and hub

voltage generation but also integrates the complete electronic
system to control the generator as well as the interface
technology to integrate the system into the fieldbus
communications infrastructure of the coating system.
Originally the real-time protocol, CANopen was used for
communication between smart-E 310 and the process control
system. However, Schnier is flexible in this aspect and also
offers machine manufacturers in the field of electrostatic
coating other fieldbus systems. In course of time, the company
noticed an increased demand for Ethernet/IP and decided to
offer an additional model featuring this protocol.

Made for real-time communication

Hilscher’s netIC is a single-chip module featuring the
compact dimensions of a DIL-32 IC. It is based upon the proven
netX range of network controllers and includes all components
of a fieldbus or real-time Ethernet interface with integrated
2-port switch and hub. This netIC was designed primarily for
simple field devices, such as, barcode scanners, identification
systems, valve assemblies or digital/analogue IO units. This
means that its primary application range is applications with
relatively low data throughput, which need to work within a
real-time communications environment.
Depending on the firmware, the solution can handle any
Specialists among themselves
standard real time Ethernet protocol on the market. The module
Being a specialist, Schnier needed to live up to very is shipped with pre-loaded firmware and therefore, ready to run.
special requirements and could not always rely on standard This means that Schnier did not need to provide a specific
components that can be procured anywhere on the market. module for each protocol but was able to adapt its new smart E
In addition, Schnier is also a company focusing on its original 310 range of high-voltage generators to the system environment
know-how in the field of high-voltage generation while of the customer by simply loading the respective firmware. This
relying on external system partners when it comes to not only saved costs by reducing the number of parts to be held
peripheral technologies.
on stock. It also turned the smart E 310 into a cost-effective
One of them is Hilscher, headquartered in Hattersheim, solution, which combined highly compact dimension with the
Germany. This company specialises in infrastructure advantage to easily integrate into any machine concept and any
components in the field of system automation and has in- system environment.
depth knowledge of the various protocols used for fieldbus
communication.
Shaping the future
Hilscher was asked to provide a compact Ethernet/IP
Once two partners join hands to come up with a pace making
adapter, which was suitable to work within the demanding
operating environment of a paint shop. In addition, the product, they will most likely stick together and look for more
component needed to work with 3.3 volts to match the opportunities to shape the future with innovative solutions. With
electronics of the high-voltage generator with its integrated Hilscher and Schnier, this is the path that was followed.
After Ethernet/IP, Schnier presently works at smart-E models
control system.
The company was able to offer a solution called netIC 50-RE, for Profinet and Sercos in order to complete its product portfolio.
which describes a completely sealed communications unit with Thus, this is how a seemingly inconspicuous solution can often
passive cooling, which was small enough for integration into pave the way to a completely new range of applications. ☐
Courtesy: Hilscher India
the extremely compact cabinet of the smart-E 310.
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External safety for motion monitoring
Motion monitoring enables highly efficient machine operation but at the same time, demands
maximum safety. This article showcases how safety functions can be implemented as standard
on frequency converters and servo amplifiers of various performance classes and from various
manufacturers, providing an economical solution in most cases.
The objective of safety technology was and always will be to
prevent potentially hazardous movements. Nothing, then, is
more obvious than to have a close connection between safety
technology and motion generation. For technical and economic
reasons, the drive electronics – servo amplifiers and frequency
converters – have remained as non-safety-related components
in very many applications. In such applications, the required
safety is guaranteed through additional safe components, which
bring the drive to a de-energised, safe condition in the event of
a fault, or safely monitor the movement of the connected motor.
Motion monitoring has two main tasks—it must detect any
violation of the limit values and then trigger an appropriate safe
reaction. It must also detect any potential errors in the encoder
system and likewise trigger an appropriate error reaction.
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Retrofitting safety
Even with external, safe motion monitoring systems, it is
possible to implement many of the safety functions defined in
EN 61800-5-2 (adjustable speed electrical power drive systems)
with ease. So, it is possible to reach the required safety level by
re-using the existing actuator and sensor technology, even on
older drive systems. This is significant, particularly where a
retrofit is involved, because it means the cost of exchanging
the drive, motor and sensor technology can be saved. Existing
drive functions can also continue to be used without restriction.
What’s more, it is no longer necessary to undergo the
sometimes complex process of converting the existing drive
program to a new system, along with the additional training
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An important requirement for solutions
with external safety is the ability to
evaluate all standard sensor systems

required to program the safety section.
The task of the external devices is to detect motion. The
safety characteristic data of the employed sensors, e.g. rotary
encoders or proximity switches, is significant in determining
the safety level that can be achieved. Different solutions to suit
the various requirements are available to monitor movements
with external monitoring devices. At the highest level, it is
important to distinguish between so-called standard encoders
and ‘safe’ encoders.
Pre-assembled adapter cables simplify connection of the
external monitoring devices. These are inserted between the
drive and feedback encoder and record the motion monitoring
signals. Appropriate adapters are available for all common
drive manufacturers and drive models.
Another advantage of using external motion monitoring
modules is the fact that the safety system is independent from
the employed drive system. So, all the safety functions, special
motion generation functions and motion control functions can
be implemented within the usual system.

Open to rotary encoders
The external devices record movement by means of the
signals from the employed sensors. For example, rotary encoders
or proximity switches. The safety level that can be achieved is
essentially determined by their safety characteristic data.
An important requirement for solutions with external safety
is the ability to evaluate all standard sensor systems (rotary
encoders in various designs, incremental encoders (TTL, HTL),
Sin/Cos encoders) up to Performance Level (PL) d of EN ISO
13849-1d and two proximity switches up to PL e. This is made
possible via a large number of feasibility checks within the
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external safety component that monitors the sensor signals. As a
result, it is possible to achieve diagnostic coverage of up to 90%
on the encoder system. Through appropriate warning messages,
a potential encoder failure can be detected early. It is also possible
to use internal encoder diagnostics and to react to a potential
fault signal from the rotary encoder with a protection violation.
If a higher PL is required, this can be achieved by using an
appropriately certified, safe rotary encoder. The important
factor here is the correct interaction between encoder and safety
relay. The documentation belonging to the respective encoder
describes the requirements of the monitoring device, which
must be met in order to use the device and to claim the certified
safety-related characteristic data.
If a certified, safe sensor cannot be used, it is still possible to
achieve a higher PL with little effort. An additional proximity
switch is fitted so that it scans the hazardous movement on a
toothed wheel or shaft coupling. The monitoring device can
now continuously compare the established speed values from
both encoder systems (standard rotary encoder and proximity
switch). If the values are no longer feasible, the monitored axis
is brought to a stop. As a result, motion monitoring up to PL e
is possible with two standard components. Monitoring for
broken shearpins or gear monitoring can also be implemented
in the same way.

Stand-alone or interlinked?
Pilz safe motion monitoring solutions with external
monitoring devices can be used in conjunction with standard,
certified Sin/Cos encoders designed for up to PL e. As a result,
safe motion monitoring can be implemented up to the
maximum PL with only one encoder.
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The configurable control system PNOZmulti can be
used with special motion monitoring modules

If there are only a few safety functions to be linked to motion
monitoring, individual relays provide an appropriate solution.
Take the stand-alone speed monitor PNOZ s30 from the PNOZ
range, for example. This offers safe monitoring of standstill,
speed, position, shearpin breakage, speed range and direction of
rotation, up to PL e/SIL CL 3.
With more large-scale safety tasks, the configurable control
system PNOZmulti can be used with special motion monitoring
modules. Per module, up to two axes can be monitored
independently via incremental encoders and/or proximity
switches with up to 16 freely selectable setpoint values per axis.
A total of 6 of these modules can be connected to a base unit.
Setpoint values are selected in the graphics configuration tool,
the PNOZmulti Configurator.
The third product type available from Pilz for external,
safe motion monitoring is a fully programmable, complete
solution for machines and interlinked plants. The automation
system PSS 4000 for safety and automation provides users
with a wide range of modules plus various editors and blocks
for the control systems PSSuniversal PLC or PSSuniversal
multi. On the PSS 4000, the safe monitoring function is
wholly integrated within the user software. Two different
measuring principles and therefore, different functions are
available for safe motion monitoring. Safe motion monitoring
with a new encoder module, which enables connection to a
variety of existing rotary encoders, allows the safety functions
in accordance with EN 61800-5-2 to be implemented with
just one rotary encoder. Another module enables safe
position monitoring (safe speed and safe position) to be
implemented with the control systems PSSuniversal PLC
using counter modules.
The more complex the task, the more beneficial are existing
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add-on functions of the external monitoring devices likely to
be. In the event of an error, such as, if a speed monitoring
function reacts, a drive should always be shut down as quickly
as possible. Long transmission times to centralised safety
systems and their program cycle times can often present a
problem. With local stop outputs, which can drive the safety
functions SS1 (Safe Stop 1) and STO (Safe Torque Off) directly,
motion monitoring modules from Pilz, for example, can
trigger a stop of the corresponding axis just a few milliseconds
after the monitoring function has reacted. Thanks to integrated
delay stages, it is even possible to implement the SS1 function,
after an emergency stop signal has first been transmitted to
the drive and after the drive’s STO function is activated when
the set delay time has elapsed. This way, an axis can still be
brought to a controlled standstill in the event of an error,
before the controller inhibit makes braking impossible.

Reaction within milliseconds
If you need to shut down not just one but multiple drives
simultaneously, a cascading function on PSS 4000 allows you to
do this simply, within a few milliseconds; this is independent of
fieldbus times or task cycles on the controller. The monitoring
devices that are intended to constitute a shutdown group are
connected via an additional cable for this purpose. Should one
of the monitoring devices trigger a shutdown on its drive, this
will be signalled to the other monitoring devices via this cable,
whereupon they too will initiate a shutdown of the relevant
monitored drives. These latest technologies offer the appropriate
system for each application and requirement in the field of safe
motion monitoring. ☐
Courtesy: Pilz India
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The future of Industry 4.0 in manufacturing
Globally, the concept of Industry 4.0 is fast gaining momentum. This new, disruptive
technology based on digital innovations has recently found its curve of progression and has
transformed and reshaped the way things are viewed in the manufacturing segment. This
being the trigger, VDMA India recently organised an international symposium on the topic
‘Industry 4.0 – the future concept of Manufacturing’ in Bangalore and Pune.
According to International Yearbook of Industrial Statistics
2016, published by UNIDO, with its ranking going up by three
places, India has now been ranked sixth among the world’s 10
largest manufacturing countries. In fact, India is steadily
increasing its share of global manufacturing GDP. Plus, Industry
4.0 is expected to transform manufacturing in India by bringing
about operational efficiencies to manufacturing industries, such
as, automotive, electrical and aerospace.
Against this backdrop and to sensitise local manufacturing
industry, VDMA India recently organised an international
symposium on the topic ‘Industry 4.0 – the future concept of
Manufacturing’ in Bangalore and Pune. The events revolved
around implementing Industry 4.0 solutions in manufacturing,
focusing on automotive, aerospace, machine tools, construction
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& material handling, food processing & packaging, and heavy
and process engineering sectors.

Global manufacturing hub
At the Bangalore event, Rajesh Nath, MD, VDMA India, in
his welcome address, covered the various aspects of IndoGerman bi-lateral relations and India’s potential as a global
manufacturing hub. He also emphasised the importance of
adapting the Industry 4.0 concept to achieve the ambitious
target of making India a global hub for manufacturing, design
and innovation, and augmenting the share of manufacturing in
the GDP from the current 17% to 25% by 2022. Also speaking at
the event was Margit Hellwig-Boette, Consul General, Federal
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The speakers at the VDMA conference held in Pune

Republic of Germany, who was also the chief guest at the event.
She spoke about the development of Industry 4.0 in Germany.
The following speaker was S R Mukherjee, CEO, Tata Advanced
Materials and the Guest of Honour, who highlighted the
capability of the aerospace industry in India and briefly touched
upon the importance of Industry 4.0 in the aerospace sector.
This was followed by a presentation by Dietmar Goericke, MD,
Forum Industry 4.0, VDMA Frankfurt, who threw light on how
VDMA supports the change of German mechanical engineering
industry in close coordination with member companies,
research bodies and academic institutions.

where in he underlined the importance of creating a twin for
every product while implementing Industry 4.0 on shop floor.
The last presentation of the event focused on ‘Zimmer
Innovative 4.0 products for handling and clamping technology’,
which was given by Markus Böhmer, Head – International Sales
System Technology, Zimmer GmbH.

Digital disruption

Coming to the event in Pune, in his welcome address, Sandip
Roy, Regional Head–East, VDMA India, outlined the digital
disruption, Industry 4.0 and its significance to the manufacturing
industry and how VDMA members can support Indian
Technical sessions
manufacturers towards process optimisation through
Then came the technical sessions which were kicked off by automation. This was followed by the next speaker, Andreas
Ravi Agarwal, MD, Pepperl & Fuchs Factory Automation. He set Jahn, Vice President–Manufacturing Engineering & Planning,
the tone with his presentation on ‘Implementation of Industry Volkswagen India, who spoke about the application of Industry
4.0 in India’ and how the country can benefit by harnessing 4.0 in the automotive industry with a case study showing their
automation in the manufacturing sector and become a preferred application of Industry 4.0 in their factory at Chakan.
destination of global companies, thus realising the ‘Make in India’
Up next was Rashmi Urdhwareshe, the Guest of Honour
initiative of the Indian Government. This was followed by a and Director–Automotive Research Association of India
presentation on ‘Challenges on the way to Industry 4.0,’ by Sanjay (ARAI), who made a presentation on the Industry 4.0 initiatives
Kulkarni, MD, Pilz India, who highlighted the data safety and of the Government of India and also mentioned the activities
security of the systems and solutions offered by Pilz India. The carried out by ARAI. Akin to the event in Bangalore, Dietmar
next presentation was made by Ajey Phatak, Manager–Marketing, Goericke, MD, Forum Industry 4.0, VDMA Frankfurt, gave a
Beckhoff Automation, on the topic ‘PC–based Control presentation on ‘Industrie 4.0-How VDMA supports the
Technology – Foundation for Industry 4.0’, which was followed transformation of German mechanical engineering industry’.
by Pramod Francis, Sr. Application Engineer, Schaeffler India
Next was the first part of the technical session, which started
who focused on Schaeffler Smart EcoSystem for Machine Tool.
off with Neeraj Athalye, Vice-President–Innovation & Digital
This brought an end to the first technical session, making it Business, SAP India, who explored the topic, ‘Industry 4.0 –
time for the second one. The second session started off with Digital transformation in Manufacturing’. Similar to the event in
Ekta Arora, Vice President, IoT and Digital Supply Chain, SAP Bangalore, Umesh Pai B and Girish Rao also gave their respective
Labs India, who discussed the area of ‘Industry 4.0: Digital presentations. A presentation on ‘Zimmer Innovative 4.0
transformation in Manufacturing’ and the various initiatives products for handling and clamping Technology’ ensued, by
undertaken for skilling and re-skilling the workforce. Up next Ulrich Doll, Head – Project Management, Zimmer GmbH.
was a presentation on ‘Industry 4.0-Walk the Talk’ by Girish
The second part of the technical session included presentations
Rao, MD, Harting India, with case studies on the advantages of by Ravi Agarwal, Sanjay Kulkarni and Pramod Francis,
embracing Industry 4.0 in their own production unit in respectively. The event ended with concluding remarks and the
Germany. Next, Umesh Pai B, MD, Eplan Software and Services, vote of thanks was delivered by Jamly John, GM, VDMA India. ☐
spoke on the subject ‘Digital Twin–Single Source of Truth’, Courtesy: VDMA India
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Digital imperative–Helping industries
and infrastructure grow
ARC forums provide a networking platform for stakeholders to
understand and harness the winds of technological change for
industrial growth. In light of this, ARC Advisory Group recently
held the company's sixteenth India Forum that explained how
organisations must have a collaborative approach and adopt
breakthrough technologies to enhance business performance,
focusing on how digitisation can help industries, infrastructure
and cities grow in a secure, collaborative environment.
ARC recommends companies’ transition to a digital enterprise
in well-planned steps and to do so without ignoring the
importance of cyber security. Initiatives, such as, ARC’s Digital
Transformation Council, have also enabled end-user
organisations to remain up-to-date on innovations and share best
practices. Focusing on the importance of digitisation when it
comes to industries and infrastructure, ARC Advisory Group
recently held the company's sixteenth India Forum for the
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process and discrete industries, in Bangalore, India, titled
‘Digitising and Securing Industry, Infrastructure, and Cities’.

The backdrop
The two-day forum was structured to disseminate information
and technology effectively and provide end-users, solution
providers and decision-makers an opportunity to network and
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get an overall view of the market and its requirements. The forum
discussed, how today, companies are digitising business processes
and exploiting the increasing convergence between Operational
Technology (OT) and Information Technology (IT), and
Engineering Technology (ET) on the plant floor. Governments
around the world are supporting manufacturing growth
initiatives and these emerging business models allow
manufacturers to collaborate more effectively. Also, informationdriven digital enterprises leverage new technologies to achieve
agility and sustain a competitive edge.

Digital Platform: The new approach
The session topics covered industry and infrastructure
moving towards digitisation, automation trends, cyber security,
smart technologies and smart cities, and several end-user
experiences. Speaking on Sal Spada, Research Director, ARC
Advisory Group, USA, elaborated on digital transformation
and how it drives innovation in products and industry. He
informed that a digital enterprise is customer-centric and
demand driven, leverages real-time information throughout the
value chain, is agile and flexible, and embraces open and secure
hardware and software platforms. He also highlighted that the
‘digital platform’ is the new approach to software and most
enterprises today are already using major applications or
platforms, such as, ERP, SCM, CRM, MES and automation.
Next, to provide an industry perspective, K S Viswanathan,
Vice President, Industry Initiatives, NASSCOM, spoke about
how strengthening the digital infrastructure and increasing use of
social media is changing the way industries operate. India is the
world’s third largest start-up hub and the digital industry is now
valued at $167 billion and expected to touch $1 trillion by 2022.
Going digital has enabled manufacturing firms to achieve datadriven process improvements. In this context, he spoke about
digital trends in the automotive sector: connectivity, autonomous
driving, and consumer experiences.

Integrating digital with business process

The key elements are the 3Rs – Right Data to the Right People at
the Right Time. He also spoke about the digital twin, the
importance of knowledge capture and creating a future
workforce with digital skills.
Unlocking the potential with digitalisation was the topic
that Sameer Prakash, Head - Digital Enterprise, Digital Factory
Division, Siemens, spoke about. He explained how the essential
market and customer requirements are speed, flexibility, quality,
and efficiency – all protected with built-in/on a foundation of
cyber security. The digital enterprise is a holistic approach that
integrates and digitalises the entire value chain.
Next, Ricky Watts, Director, Industrial Solutions, Wind
River, focused on today’s centralised, decentralised and fluid
computing megatrends. He said that evolving market demands
impact the business models, which are being swept by two huge
waves–the generational upgrade model (legacy system
migration) and a software-defined autonomous world (open
standards-based supply chains and ecosystem, cloud- and fogbased architectures and the Industrial IoT). He also discussed
the legacy challenges of industrial systems and the benefits that
cloud computing offers, including agility and scalability.

Digitalising brownfield assets
The last speaker for this session, Anne-Marie Walters, Global
Marketing Director, Bentley Systems, spoke about digitalising
brownfield assets by combining reality modeling with IIoT. She
explained the importance of IT-OT-ET (information–
operational-engineering technologies) integration for industry,
infrastructure, and cities. For infrastructure project delivery,
reality modeling captures the actual context of infrastructure
projects through photos and/or scans, creating engineeringready reality meshes for design modeling, analytical modeling,
and construction modeling. In this context, she spoke about
BIM (Building Information Modeling) advancement and
applications in reality modeling.

Moving towards the digital enterprise

R Sarangapani, AGM (PE-C&I) at NTPC, provided the endThis session was flagged-off by Sunil Mehta, GM, Automotive
user perspective, stressing on how digital must be integrated Business Development Department, Factory Automation &
with the business process. He said that mechanical innovations Industrial Division, Mitsubishi Electric India. He spoke about
have reached a saturation point and that the future is digital. Artificial Intelligence (AI) and how it is all around us and can be
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G Ganapathiraman, VP & GM, ARC Advisory Group, India; Sunil Mehta,
GM, Automotive Business Development Dept, Factory Automation &
Industrial Div, Mitsubishi Electric India; Anne-Marie Walters, Global
Marketing Director, Bentley Systems; Sameer Prakash, Head, Digital
Enterprise, Digital Factory Division, Siemens; Ricky Watts, Director of
Industrial Solutions, Wind River; and Sal Spada, Research Director,
ARC Advisory Group, USA

used effectively in the manufacturing sector. Further, he spoke
about Maisart–a compact AI system that offers scalability and
provided case study examples on driver monitoring.
Next was a joint presentation by Navanith Mohan, Head of
Technical Sales – India, and Ramki Sethuraman, Technical
Sales Consulting Director–APAC, AVEVA Group, on designing,
building and operating with a digital asset. According to them,
‘digital transformation closes the gap between what digital
constituents already demand and what analog companies
actually deliver’. The trends and initiatives driving digital
transformation come under three main categories–market
environment, customer imperatives and technology trends and
all are interconnected.
This was followed by a joint presentation by an end-user and
supplier – H K Kadam, Chief Manager, HRD, Rashtriya
Chemicals & Fertilizers and Poonam Parmar, Manager, Wireless
Business Development, Emerson. They spoke about the power of
wireless to achieve operational excellence in the chemical industry.
They also highlighted the Plantweb digital ecosystem, which
includes data connectivity, analytics and services.

The power of flexibilisation
The next set of speakers from STEAG Energy Services – B P
Rao, MD and Dr Tomasz Kaminski, Project Director, System
Technologies, spoke about APC for flexible plant operations.
They explained how flexibility in power plants helps reduce the
price of electricity. ‘Flexibilisation’ enables power plant owner/
operators to reduce prices, reduce minimum load, and
consistently identify limiting components before optimisation.
They also showcased successful projects undertaken globally, in
terms of duration, technical data, scope and services.
Next, Vivek Roy, Head – Industrial Communication &
Identification, Process Industries & Drives, Siemens India, spoke
about the challenges for future-proofing and securing industrial
communication networks. He said that digitalisation changes
everything and the right communication networks enable you to
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be ready for it. Plus, he elaborated on how a holistic security
concept must include technology, processes and people.

Going Digital – The scenario in India
Subsequently, Anup Wadhwa, Director, Automation
Industry Association (AIA), began a session on building
capabilities to leverage cyber-physical intelligence. He said
that to fully realise the benefits of cyber-physical-integrated
manufacturing in India, we must redefine our production
and
distribution
models,
increase
manufacturing
competitiveness of the MSMEs and modernise vocational
training and provide guidance. One such joint initiative IITD-AIA Foundation – for smart manufacturing has been
set up. Also called ‘Samarth Udyog,’ it provides a portfolio of
services and is a hub for integrators and consultants.
Next, giving the government’s perspective, Muraleedharan
Manningal, Head, State e-Governance Mission Team, Kerala,
spoke about digital transformation in India. This was centered
on three key areas - digital infrastructure as a utility to every
citizen, governance and services on demand and digital
empowerment of citizens. He further explained the
government’s smart city mission strategy and that 99 cities
have been selected across India for integrated and inclusive
development – the focus of a smart city, the goals for which
are economic development, sustainability and a higher
standard of living.
Rajkumar Paira, Senior Analyst, ARC Advisory Group,
India, gave the last presentation. He provided an overview of
India’s economic and industry outlook across various industry
verticals, including automotive, oil & gas and smart cities. He
said that India’s economic growth is expected to touch 7.3% in
the current fiscal (FY19) and 7.5% in the next (FY20) as money
supply has returned to pre-demonetisation levels and
disruptions related to the rollout of GST have diminished. In
2017, India exported $295.8 billion worth of goods globally,
reflecting a 13.6% increase from the previous year. ☐
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Position measuring system

Ultra-compact industrial PC

Balluff has recently introduced the new, certified position measuring
system BTL7-T500, which is the right choice if explosion protection is of
the highest priority. With its many
international approvals, such as, ATEX
and IECex, the BTL7-T500 offers a broad
range of applications, high reliability and
safe operation in explosion hazard areas
of Zone 0 and Zone 1. This means, for
example, that it can be used as well for
continuous level measurement in refinery
tanks. The Profibus interface offers great
flexibility. The position measuring system BTL7-T500
can be quickly adapted, saves time in
installation and means rapid diagnostics of possible errors. This shortens
commissioning time of systems and maintenance when service calls are
needed. A single cable suffices for hookup. The non-contact and thereby
wear-free magnetostrictive measuring system in the stainless steel
housing with IP 67 protection is not only extremely insensitive to
contamination, but also shock rated to 100 g. It also withstands vibration
up to 12 g. With a resolution of 1 μm and repeat accuracy of 10 μm, it
operates with extreme precision.

Beckhoff has recently introduced the newest generation of universal, flexible
and ultra-compact IPCs, which are ideal for all tasks in the fields of automation,
visualisation and communication. The series has been expanded with the
addition of the C6017, which combines
exceptionally compact design and great
installation flexibility with an increased variety
of interfaces and an integrated UPS. With
miniaturised dimensions, the C6017 is
practically identical in design to the popular
C6015, currently the smallest ultra-compact
IPC from Beckhoff. The success of the C6015
quickly created additional demand, especially
from applications with increased requirements
for connectivity and data security in the event C6017 IPC
of potential power supply failures. The C6017
was developed precisely for this purpose—the existing C6015 configuration
with DisplayPort connection, an onboard dual Ethernet adapter with two
100/1000Base-T connections as well as a USB 3.0 and USB 2.0 port, is being
extended on the C6017 with an additional two RJ45 and two USB 2.0 interfaces.
Moreover, an optional capacitive 1-second UPS is integrated, which ensures
storage of persistent data in the event of a power supply failure.

Balluff GmbH | Germany
Email: detlef.zienert@balluff.de | Tel: +49-71581730

Beckhoff Automation | Pune
Email: a.phatak@beckhoff.com | Tel: +91-9975547774

Anybus .NET bridges

Flanged ball bearings

HMS Industrial Networks has introduced a new range of Anybus .NET
Bridges for PROFIBUS, PROFINET, EtherCAT and EtherNet/IP. Bridging
the gap between Operational
Technology (OT) and IT, the .
NET bridge family enables data
from industrial machinery to
be presented to .NET-based IT
applications. The result is that
.NET programmers can build a
PC program, which exchanges Anybus .NET bridges
live data with a PLC system —
for statistics, analysis or maintenance. The basic prerequisite for Industrial
IoT is that IT systems get access to data from industrial applications. However,
the fieldbus and industrial Ethernet networks of the factory floor are designed
for real-time communication – by default separated from the IT-infrastructure.
The Anybus .NET bridges address this situation by acting as translators
between OT and IT – sending and receiving data between the factory
networks and IT platforms using .NET as a framework. The communication is
set up in a couple of minutes and the .NET Bridges are therefore, a very fast
way to realise IIoT. This allows IT systems to get unprecedented access to
real-time data from the factory floor, enabling predictive maintenance.

igus has introduced the Xiros flanged ball bearings, which was recently put
under a salt water test. In this test, it was found that it was not corroded
even after 120 hours in the
aggressive salt water and
high temperatures. There was
no colour change and no trace
of rust. This is an advantage,
especially in cleanroom
applications and when used in
food and medical technology.
The Xiros ball bearings usually
consist of four components— XIROS FLANGED BALL BEARINGS
the inner and outer rings as
well as the cages made of plastic and the balls made of stainless steel or
glass. The wear-resistant polymer bearings are maintenance-free and enable
a smooth and hygienic dry operation without a single drop of lubricating oil.
Their long service life can be easily calculated online. In addition, the plastic
bearings are electrically insulating, temperature-resistant from -40 to +80°
Celsius, non-magnetic, 60% lighter and up to 40% more cost-effective than
comparable metal bearings. They are suitable for absorbing medium loads
and have been preferred by customers around the world.

HMS Industrial Networks | Pune
Email: StA@hms.se | Phone: +91-8380066578
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High-precision torque sensors

Capacitive thread sensors

Kistler is leading in the development of high-precision torque sensors, such
as, the KiTorq Type 4550A. Compared to the KiTorq Type 4551A, KiTorq
Type 4550A now enables the measurement
of torque, speed, and rotation of angle,
with an unprecedented resolution of up to 8
192 pulses per revolution. The number of
pulses can be freely adjusted to meet the
user’s requirements. The torque measuring
flange system consists of a measurement
body, the KiTorq rotor and an evaluation
unit (the KiTorq stator). For manufacturers
of electric and combustion engines, drives,
Torque Sensors
pumps and compactors, the system
provides wide flexibility, thanks to the
guideless stator in the measurement bodies, which can be used without
having to completely rebuild the test facility. With the KiTorq Type 4551A
and 4503B torque sensors, as well as the new KiTorq Type 4550A with
angle measurement, Kistler's torque sensor portfolio fulfills all market
requirements, as these sensors offer maximum dynamics and accuracy for
industrial manufacturers. Compatible with previous versions, also be
integrated in existing systems.

Micro-Epsilon has recently introduced capacitive sensors, which are now
available with a thread. For measurement tasks, where the standard sensors
cannot be clamped, non-contact
displacement,
distance
and
position measurements can be
easily carried out using the new
threaded sensors. They are
specially designed for machine
building applications where the
capaNCDT sensors
sensors must be mounted at a
defined distance, for example, on
walls, in bore holes or even very deep drill holes. Capacitive thread sensors
can also be mounted on thin walls, using two lock nuts on both, the inside and
outside. Due to the integrated plug-in connection, capacitive thread sensors
are easy to install. Conventional capacitive sensors are equipped with a
permanently integrated cable that is twisted when screwing the cable in.
However, these sensors are screwed in first and then connected with the cable
via the integrated plug-in connection. capaNCDT sensors stand out due to
their long-term stability, reliability and temperature stability. Furthermore,
they offer other advantages, such as, extremely high reliability and stable
measurements down to the high precision nanometer range.

Kistler Instruments India | Faridabad
Email: vimla.pandey@kistler.com | Tel: +91-129-4113555

Micro-Epsilon | Pune
Email: info@micro-epsilon.in | Tel: 020-26741009

IO-link devices

Field distribution system

Murrelektronik has recently introduced the IO-link, which is not a fieldbus but
the evolutionary development of the existing, proven connection technology
for sensors and actuators, i.e. IO-link
devices. The advantages for both the
machine manufacturer and the
operator are the main focus with
IO-link. For the machine manufacturer,
the advantages include easy wiring
even for complex of devices— 3-wire
or 5-wire unshielded with standard
The IODD of the new Emparro67 Hybrid cable, being able to choose between
binary signals or analog values or
both, data stored in the controls and in the master, change of parameters that
can also be done online, offline parameterisation, data that can be copied,
easy device exchange, increased interference resistance, and loss-free analog
data transmission. For the machine operator, the advantages include easy
device exchange, simple diagnostics, easy data evalutation, parameters can
be changed during operation and increased machine run-time. Further, with
the IODD on-board feature, one can go straight to his destination. It’s made to
easily incorporate IO-link devices in installation solutions. Some advantages
are fast integration, short commissioning times and flexibility.

Nord Drivesystems has recently introduced the Nordac Link series, which was
specially developed for applications in modern, networked intralogistics
systems and provides a convenient
drive solution for flexible, decentralised
installation. The efficient field
distributors can be configured for the
specific application and ensure quick
and safe commissioning. Thanks to the
integrated PLC, it can also carry out
complete process controls and regulate
Nordac Link
processes autonomously. This drive
control for flexible installation close to
the motor is available as frequency inverter (up to 7.5 kW) or motor starter (up
to 3 kW) and provides what it takes to make fast commissioning, simple
operation and maintenance possible. All modules, components and connections
are combined using simple plug connectors. In addition to the high plug-in
capability, integrated maintenance switches and switches for manual operation
ensure a high level of user-friendliness. The field distributor can be freely
configured for any application and is compatible with all common bus systems.
The inverters are suitable for horizontal, inclined and vertical conveyors and
provide lifting gear functions as well as STO and SS1 safety functions.
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Network-capable UPS

Pressure sensitive safety mat

Phoenix Contact has recently introduced the new Quint DC UPS, which is
the first intelligent and network-capable uninterruptible power supply for
connecting to the industrial Ethernet. Any relevant data and information
from the energy storage device and the
overall UPS system can be called up from
anywhere and at any time via integrated
industrial Ethernet interfaces. The UPS can
be easily integrated into existing networks
via daisy-chain integration and via a 2-port
switch, using Profinet, Ethernet/IP or
EtherCAT interfaces. All relevant information
is transferred to superordinate controllers.
The company’s proprietary ‘IQ Technology’
monitors the connected energy storage Quint DC UPS
device and maximises service life by
independently adapting the charging parameters. Continuing to supply
machinery and equipment with power, even in the event of a mains failure
is imperative. The ability of the UPS to communicate plays an important role
in meeting this requirement. The company is a global market leader and
innovator in the field of electrical engineering and is also a family company
that is working responsibly to shape the future.

Pilz India is now offering the world’s first PSENmat, which is a pressuresensitive safety mat with integrated switch functionality. This means that one
can now benefit from safe area
monitoring and an operating function
based on integrated virtual switches.
PSENmat slows or stops the machine
when the personnel enters the
hazardous area (access protection)
and/or steps behind. The reaction time
is an extremely fast, ≤ 25 ms. The
PSENmat also features position PSENmat
detection, thus enabling new machine
operating concepts. The worker can use the integrated switch functionality via
the defined mat zones, keeping both hands free for working. The uses of
PSENmat are wide-ranging—operating processes for machinery, quality
control, plus obscured and obstructed applications. The integrated OSSD
outputs provide for high flexibility because they can be linked to any evaluation
unit and considerably reduce the cabling requirements, thanks to series
connection capability. Up to 22 pressure-sensitive safety mats can be linked.
As ambassadors for safety, the company’s focus has been to develop more
innovative products and help to shape the future of industrial automation.

Phoenix Contact | New Delhi
Email: info@phoenixcontact.co.in | Tel: +91-11-30262800

Pilz India | Pune
Email: s.handoo@pilz.in | Tel: +91-20-49221100

Brushless DC motors

IO-link magnetic switch

Portescap has recently introduced the expansion of the Ultra EC™ range of
brushless DC slotless motors with the introduction of the new 30ECT motor.
This 4-pole motor offers ultra-high
torque and power (up to 245W, max
continuous) without compromising
on the smooth operation and long
life of the
brushless slotless
motors. The new 30ECT motor is
available in two lengths—the
30ECT64 and the 30ECT90. The
30ECT64 and 30ECT90 motors
feature our patented ultra coil 30ECT motor
technology,
which
provides
unparalleled torque and power density with limited core losses over a wide
range of working speeds, without friction and brush wear. These motors
feature our patented high-speed rotor design as well to sustain speeds up to
30,000 rpm. The 30ECT90 opens new areas for slim/long package with
impressive torque capabilities, while the 30ECT64 bridges the gap in terms of
torque between the 22ECT82 and 30ECT90, allowing high speed capabilities.
Thanks to its rugged design, the 30ECT can sustain peak torque during 2 s up
to 1.3 Nm (30ECT64) and 2.4 Nm (30ECT90).

Schunk has recently expanded the analysis options of its Schunk PGN-plus-P
pneumatic universal grippers as well as its Schunk MPG-plus pneumatic small
parts grippers with the Schunk MMS 22-IOLink magnetic switch. The sensor can be
placed directly in the C-slot of the gripping
modules with no interfering contours. It
allows the gripper's entire range of stroke
to be detected so that parts of different
sizes can be precisely detected. Thanks to
the IO-Link, other data can be generated in
addition to position monitoring, for example,
querying the cycle number, the temperature, MMS 22-IO-LINK
the analysis quality or sensor identification.
Continuous communication between the MMS 22-IO link and the control
system is also guaranteed. For this purpose, the sensor, which is fully compliant
with the IO-Link Class A standard, is connected directly to the IO-Link master.
Instead of mechanical switching point adjustment, the sensor can be taught
quickly and conveniently via the IO-Link interface. Alternatively, Schunk wired
connectors or non-contact magnetic teaching tools can be used. The
corresponding switching condition is indicated on an LED display, allowing
users to save up to 90% on set-up times.

Portescap | Mumbai
Email: sales.asia@portescap.com | Tel: +91-22-42006200
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